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Things We Know About Tomorrow

EYES MADE FOR DARKNESS Westinghouse scientists expect tnat airplane pilots are going

to be abie to see the ground clearly on a cloudy, moonless night. Astronomers will be able

to see vastly beyond the present range of their telescopes, perhaps to the final boundary of

the universe, if there is one. Policemen will peer into dark alleys and see through special bin-

oculars. Scientists at Westinghouse are wori^ing on the proposi'ion that no matter how

dark it looi<,s to us, there is plenty of "light" everywhere: on a black night, in a coal mine, in a

sealed room. We just have the wrong kind of eyes to see it all. So they have developed a de-

vice that "sees" infrared light which we can sense only as heat. ..another device that "sees"

ultraviolet light, which we can detect only when it gives us sunburn. ..still another that picks

up a single "packet" of light, the smallest amount that can exist, and multiplies it into a

visible flash. You can be sure. ..if it's

Westinghouse

' -V^u ^'t'/ST-^UV

ENGINEERS: For full Information on rewarding career opportunities at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity em-

ployer, write to L. H, Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore & Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
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NORMAL CHEEKING'
STOCK

CHEEKING STOCK ELIMINATED
WITH MALLEABLE

Eliminate Draft Allowance Metal

In designing surfaces perpendicular to a parting line,

minimum draft angle requirements can be innportant to

finished cost. By changing these automotive crankshafts

to high strength pearlitic Malleable iron castings, the draft

angle on sides of counterweights was reduced to one-half

of one degree. This eliminated all excess stock formerly

required in forming . . . and the machining operations to

remove it.

CRANKPIN AND
MAIN JOURNAL

CORED

Desired Size Without Excess Weight

These same crankshafts are excellent examples of how
to eliminate metal that serves no function. Crankshaft

main journals and crankpins are usually solid because

of the method used to form them. Made of pearlitic

Malleable iron, these areas can be cored out. This sub-

stantially reduces the weight of the crankshaft . . . with

no loss in functional strength.

Put Metal Only Where It Is Needed

The deep recess at the base of this automotive transmis-

sion gear was formerly machined out. Now manufactured
of pearlitic Malleable, the recess is created as the part is

cast. This eliminates buying unnecessary metal . . . and
reduces machining time and cost.

Start Closer To The Finished Part

The versatility of design inherent in Malleable castings

can save tremendous amounts of money. Final cost of

this part was cut 50% by converting to a Malleable casting.

A single core provides the sleeve hole, bolt hole, horizontal

slot and vertical slot . . . before any machining is done.

Put High Strength Metal Only Where You Want It With

Malleable Castings
Casting is the most direct method of forming metal parts. Of

all castable metals, Malleable iron provides the greatest strength

per dollar. Malleable also combines excellent machinability,

ductility, fatigue resistance, design versatility, low start-up

cost, and low production cost. Available in tensile strengths

up to 120,000 p.s.l.. Malleable castings offer the designer a

wealth of opportunities to improve quality and trim costs.

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY • UNION

Send for this 1 6 page Malleable Engineering

Data File. You will find this informative

brochure is an excellent reference piece.

MALLEABLE
u N D E R S

COMMERCE BUILDING • CLEVELAND 14, O HIO
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ITT: AN AMERICAN
CORPORATI€,N WITH
AN INTERNATK NAL

VIEWPOINT
Facts bearing on professional careers at ITT

answering questions frequently asked us by college seniors

A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO
U.S. DEFENSE

The largest American-owned inter-

national enterprise engaged in all as-

pects of electronic and telecommunica-
tion systems. International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation operates

both domestic and foreign divisions

and subsidiaries. Among its nine prin-

cipal U.S. engineering/scientific organ-
izations, four are engaged in advanced
work for the Armed Forces and NASA.
Programs include;

large scale computer-based command/
control systems D global communica-
tions systems (line of sight, tropo

scatter, lunar bounce, digital, telecom-
munications) G ICBM base communi-
cations and control systems D satel-

lite control & communication s>'stems

D engineering support for large scale

warning systems n antisubmarine
warfare systems ID electronic counter-

measures n tactical military air navi-

gation systems D ground support &
environmental test systems infrared

detection &. guidance systems D
atomic clocks n systems manage-
ment: world-wide, local.

DEEP IN DIVERSIFIED U.S.
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES

Prominent among ITT's domestic
commercial products is a new, high-

speed digital communication system
for large industrial firms. ITT in the

U. 5. also develops and manufactures
a vast variety of radio equipments and
systems, automatic programmers, tele-

printers, telephone equipment, infra-

red image converters, image storage

and intensifier tubes, high resolution

scanners, twt's, coaxial cables and
other products.

Today, no less than 53 plants and fa-

cilities are operated by 16 ITT divi-

sions or subsidiaries in the United
States. Their combined income
amounts to roughly 40Tc of the total

figure for the world-wide operations
of the parent corporation, whose re-

sources stand solidly behind each op-
eration, at home and abroad.

ITT IN RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

Basic and applied investigations re-

late to both military and commercial
programs. Extensive R&D facilities

are provided. To cite one example,
ITT's own "Space Communications
Research Station," erected in Nutley,
N. J., was selected by NASA as one
of the ground terminals for the Proj-

ect Relay experimental satellite com-
munication system.

A PIONEER IN SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

ITT's long experience in the operation
of world-wide communication systems
has made it a logical choice for both
systems development and systems
management contracts awarded by the
Armed Forces. Examples are:

Systems development, design and
management of the vast SAC global

command control system 46S-L D
Coordination and management of the

10 year program to expand and mod-
ernize AIR COM, global communica-
tions system of the U. S. Air Force.

GLOBAL PR.^CTITIONER OF
FIELD ENGINEERING

In the Arctic, in the Tropics, on land,

afloat, or undersea, ITT skills in on-
site engineering for every kind of
communication or large scale elec-

tronic system have been thoroughly
tested. It is equipped to provide com-
plete engineering support anywhere
in the free world. This includes in-

stallation, operation, maintenance,
evaluation and continuous modern-
ization, as assignments may require.

ITT's responsibilities in field and ap-

plications engineering include:

operation, maintenance and testing of

Pacific Missile Range facilities for the

U. S. Navy D engineering support, in-

stallation and maintenance for a

global digital command and control

system for SAC D tropo scatter com-
munication systems spanning nations
in Europe and Asia D 6,000 miles of
advanced radar and communications
equipment on DEVVLINE.

UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL
RESOURCES FOR

PROFESSIONAL ENRICHMENT
ITT foreign affiliates and subsidiaries

operate public telephone systems in

19 countries. In addition, more than
12 overseas laboratories have made
many significant advances in commu-
nications technology. Technical
papers and progress reports steadily

circulate among R&D people both at

home and abroad, and leading ITT
scientists and engineers participate in

international seminars conducted an-
nually by the company.

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST FOR
RECENT GR.ADUATES AT THE

BS, MS and PhD LEVELS
WITH 9 U. S. MEMBERS OF THE

ITT CORPORATE FAMILY
ITT Components Division, Clifton,

N. J. D ITT Communication Systems
Inc., Paramus, N. J. D ITT Federal

Electric Corporation, Paramus, N. J.

D ITT Federal Laboratories, Nutley,

N. J. D ITT Federal Laboratories, Ft.

Wayne, Ind. D ITT Industrial Labora-
tories Division, Ft. Wayne, Ind. D ITT
Information Systems Division, Para-
mus, N. J. n ITT International Elec-

tric Corporation, Paramus, N. J. D
ITT Kellogg Communications Systems
Division, Chicago, III.

For detailed information about spe-
cific positions in your special field of
interest, make an appointment
through your College Placement Di-
rector for an On-Campus Interview or
write directly to: Mr. W. A. Moor-
head, Mgr., Recruitment and Place-
ment, North America, International
Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-
tion, 320 Park Avenue, New York 22,

N. Y. An Equal Opportunity Employer

HI



The U In Future

By George Pusey, Chairman of Engineering Open House

With your permission, I would like to divide you

—

the high school students who read this article—into three

broad groups.

1) FUTURE UNDECIDED—Those of you who
are still undecided as to your future career.

2) FUTURE ENGINEERS—Those of you who
are definitely interested in becoming engineers.

3) FUTURE NON-ENGINEERS—Those of you

who are not interested in becoming engineers.

If you have a very limited time to read this article,

read the first part and then that portion which concerns

your groups. All of you are about to embark upon a career

which you are likely to follow for the rest of your life.

Since that will be a long time, you should take a good

look at yourself. It may sound odd, but we spend too

much time looking at the different careers and not enough

time looking at ourselves. Before you can possibly hope to

choose a career wisely, you must take a good long look

at yourself—your goals and abilities. What do you really

want in life?—Really!

When you are sure of what you want out of life and

what \our abilities are, then, and only then, are you

ready to examine different careers. Ask this of each

career:

1) Does it help me find what I really want in life?

2) Do I have the ability required?

You should talk with your parents, high school coun-

selor, teachers, and friends. They have a knowledge of

your abilities and a general knowledge of many fields.

From talking with them, you should be able to determine

the general area in which your talents lie.

When you begin to think about specific careers, you

should talk with as many people in these careers as pos-

sible. However, do not use their conclusions concerning

the field until you know the reasons behind their conclu-

sions because their wants and abilities are not yours. To
ufse their information in your conclusions yovi must know
the It IIY behind their conclusions.

Din'ing Engineering Open House, IVIay 10th and

11th, there will be information booths in each of the en-

gineering departments, the Illini Union, and the As-

sembly Hall. Do not hesitate to come by and ask ques-

tions. Here is your chance to talk with many engineering

students and faculty and to get their views on engineer-

ing.

Future Undecided

I consider those of you who are UNDECIDED to

be the most important group. All of us were in your

group at one time or another. Certainly I was on the

fringe of this group when I first came to Engineering

Open House during my junior year in high school. Engi-

neering Open House is one of the many sources of infor-

mation which I used in reaching my decision to become

an engineer. Before you reach a decision as to what career

is best for you, you shoidd go through the reasoning

process I outlined above. Know what you want, and what

you are capable of doing; then look at the tlifJerent

careers.

Talking with the people in the career is one of the

best ways to find out what the career supplies in terms

of vour wants, and what it requires of you. BUT DO
N()T ASK THEM FOR |UST THE GOOD OR
BAD POINTS, ask them for the reasons WHY they

feel the way they do. It is not always easy to find the true

reasons why people feel as they do. You must use some

judgment of your own here, but it is essential that you

know the reasons behind their conclusions if they are to

be of any benefit to you. Also, do not make hasty conclu-

sions. Be sure to talk with many people, and hopefully,

a few of them will have goals similar to yours. These
people will be of more help than someone with completely

different goals.

I hope that you will come to Engineering Open
House—for it is here that you will have a chance to talk i

with many students and faculty in the Colleges of Engi-

neering, Veterinary Medicine, and Architecture. You will

find many opinions among the student body, ranging from i

good to bad. So, again I emphasize the importance of i

knowing the reason If IIY the person is saying good I

things or bad things about engineering, or any other field.

Future Engineers

Those of you who are DEFINITELY INTER- •

ESTED in becoming engineers have managed, wisely I I

hope, to narrow your choice of careers to one field—engi-

neering. But, I hope you realize, and I am sure that most

of you do, that engineering is subdivided into many areas.

While it is not essential that you know the area in which
you want to specialize when you enter engineering col-

lege, you should try to set up goals, or areas of study,

based on the knowledge which you now have. As you

progress with your education, you will need to modify

these goals to coincide with a better understanding of i

yourself—your wants and abilities.

You are probably trying to decide what phase of engi-

neering is best for you. The best way for you to do this

is to talk to the students, faculty, and graduates in vari-

ous fields of engineering. Do not just find out what they

think is good or bad about a particular field, find out I

WHY. Only when you know the why can you apply'

their conclusions to the problem facing you.

One of the first opportunities for you to talk with

( (Umtinucd on Piu/c 53, (Column 1 )
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FROM THE OCEAN'S DEPTHS... TO OUTER SPACE
striking examples of Bendix researcii facilities are the
huge sonar tank in California and the space chamber in

Michigan, among the most completely equipped in the
free world. These facilities, designed and financed by
Bendix, characterize our continuing advanced product
research and development efforts.

College graduates will find a variety of technical chal-

lenges. Bendix participates in almost every phase of the
space, missile, aviation, electronics, automotive, oceanics
and automation fields. We employ top-notch engineers,
physicists, and mathematicians at all degree levels.

Bendix operates 32 divisions and subsidiaries in the

United States, and 12 subsidiaries and affiliates in

Canada and overseas. Our 1950 sales volume was $210
million. Last year it was over $750 million.

Look over the materials we have in your school's place-

ment office. Talk to our representative when he's on
campus. Meanwhile, if you'd like to have your own copy
of our booklet "Build Your Career to Suit Your Talents,'

write to Dr. A. C. Canfield, Director of University and
Scientific Relations, The Bendix Corporation, Fisher Build-

ing, Detroit 2, Michigan. An equal opportunity employer.

THERE ARE BENDIX DIVISIONS IN: CALIFORNIA. MISSOURI, IOWA. OHIO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN. PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND.

WHERE IDEAS

UNLOCK mst'i
THE FUTURE

conpoRtiioN

HSHtR BUILDING. DETROIT 2. MICH.

MARCH, 1963



The Dean's Page

Welcome , . .

to

Science and Engineering Weekend

1963
by Dean H. L. Wakeland

This year's student-sponsored "Engi-

neering Open House" is uniquely dif-

ferent from those in the past. Univer-

sity of Illinois engineering students

have combined this event with the lUi-

nois Junior Academy of Science State

Fair, "the 11th Annual Junior Engineer-

ing Technical Society Exposition and

Conference for the Central U. S. Divi-

sion, and the Veterinary Medicine (^pen

House to make the weekend of May 10

and 1 1 an enlightening one for high

school students and visitors interested

in science or engineering. In addition,

the new circular Assembly Hall, a true

engineering marvel, will be open for

inspection.

For years, engineering students at

the University of Illinois have set aside

one weekend each spring to open the

doors of the Engineering College to

acquaint prospective students and friends

with the facilities and educational pro-

grams of the college. At this event vis-

itors can talk with faculty members and

students and see some of the laboratory

facilities in use. Exhibits and demonstra-

tions are presented to acquaint the pub-

lic and prospective students with engi-

neering education and opportunities as

well as with the t\ pes of work engineers

perform.

The students and staff in the Col-

lege of Engineering welcome YOL to

YOUR university. The facilities, pro-

grams, and opportunities here are

YOURS—the citizens of Illinois. The
College of Engineering is truly one of

the greatest in the nation—but only be-

cause the citizens of Illinois have been

willing to generously support it.

As you walk through the \arious lab-

oratories, you may be more impressed by

the bigness of the facilities—the Mark
II Triga Nuclear Reactor, the 3 mil-

lion pound test machine, electron micro-

scopes, IBM 14111 and 7090 computer

facilities, the betatron and cyclotrons

—

yet the simpler, more readily understood

exhibits probably give a better represen-

tation of the basic physical laws used in

engineering. Exhibits of stream flow,

basic electronic circuits, gears and mech-

anisms, roof frames, and models of

atomic structures of materials depict

more simply and clearly some of the

physical and chemical principles upon

which the larger or more mysterious ex-

hibits are built. Try to look beyond the

outward results of exhibits and ask why
they function as they do. Do not let

size or complexity distract you from the

basic principles being displayed.

If you leave feeling that the field of

engineering is too big and broad to

easily visualize, then you will also real-

ize the unlimited opportunities in en-

gineering. Presently, there is a tremen-

dous need for engineers in all fields, but,

unfortvmately, engineering freshman en-

rollments have been dropping during the

past few years. Few fields have the op-

portunity, challenge, interest, and re-

wards that engineering offers. Nearly

200,000 unfilled engineering positions

currently exist, and salaries are at an

all-time high. The reason most engi-

neers selected this vocation, however, is

the continually changing challenge.

Each day they must stretch themsehes to

solve new problems and continually ask,

"How can I do this?", "What mater-

ials shall I use?". "Is there some other

solution that may be more economical i

or efficient?", "How can I obtain this

part quickly?", or "Will I be able to

meet the time schedule?".

As you tour our campus, a few facts

about the College of Engineering are

not self-evident. For instance, last year

the College of Engineering graduated

the second largest number of engineer-

ing bachelors degrees of any school in n

the nation, the third largest number of I

masters degrees, and the second largest I

number of doctors degrees. No other i

single institution conferred more total

degrees in engineering than Illinois last .1

year. In addition, Illinois had the sec

ond largest research budget. This indi- !•

cates that the program is well balanced, I

and during last year no other school was .•

consistently in the top five in each of t

the categories, as was Illinois.

Each year approximately 700 stu-
'

dents receive a bachelors degree in en-

gineering and about 1,000 freshmen

enter this field at Urbana each fall. A
great majority of the classes in engi-

neering are still taught with 24 stu-

dents per section or less. Instruction in

every major engineering field is offered,

and most minor fields are also included.

Since there is a great need for cap-

able young men and women to enter

the engineering field, we are hopeful

that many Engineering Open House vis-

itors will have their interest sparked and

become more aware of engineering and

the engineer. Parents, high school teach-

ers, and prospective students can obtain '

more information about the College of '

Engineering by coming to 106 or 103

Civil Engineering Hall. *
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Variety: the spice of life

at American Oil

by prru Kcr'^^^

"When I was first interviewed by American Oil

representatives I was told I'd be given a free

hand in guiding a wide variety of projects. This

promise has certainly been kept!"

Jim KoUer, 25 years old, came to American

Oil right out of the University of Wisconsin

where he earned his Bachelor of Science degree

in Chemical Engineering. An Evans Scholar at

Wisconsin, Jim describes his job at American Oil

this way: "I work on basic chemical engineering

problems, specializing in reactor design and

process development problems. Before a process

can go commercial, it must be tested in pilot

plants. That's where I come in." Jim wants to

stay in the technical research area, and plans

to enroll in the Illinois Institute of Technology

night school for courses in advanced mathematics.

The fact that many gifted and earnest young

men like Jim Roller are finding challenging careers

at American Oil could have special meaning for

you. American Oil offers a wide range of new
research opportunities for: Chemists— analytical,

electrochemical, inorganic, physical, polymer,

organic, and agricultural: Engineers—chemical,

mechanical, metallurgical, and plastics: Masters

in Business Administration with an engineering

(preferably chemical) or science background;

Mathematicians; Physicists.

For complete information about interesting

careers in the Research and Development Depart-

ment, write: D. G. Schroeter, American Oil

Company, P.O. Box 4.31. Whiting, Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

AFFILIATE, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN SUCH

DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under electron

impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Ptiysiochcmical nature of

catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas cliromatography •

Application of computers to complex technical problems • Synthesis

and potential applications for aromatic acids • Combustion phenomena

• Solid propellants for use with missiles • Design and economics:

new uses for present products, new products, new processes • Cor-

rosion mechanisms • Development of new types of surface coatings.

TiT

STANDARD
STANDARD OIL DIVISION
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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Opportunities are better tlian

ever at Betliieliem Steel

!

What lias Bethlehem Steel been doing lately?

. . . designing and bnilding nuclear-powered naval vessels

. . . moved into new research laboratories nnexcelled by those of any industry

. . . building new mills, the last word in steelmaking technology

. . . fabricating and erecting steelwork for the nation's great structures

Bethlehem Steel is one of the largest

steel producers . . . one of the larg-

est industrial corporations . . . one
of the largest structural steel fabri-

cating and erecting operations . . .

and the largest privately owned
shipbuilding and ship repair or-

ganization.

But mere size is only a part of the

story. Throughout Bethlehem Steel

the key word is new. New facilities,

new products, new ways of doing

things—exciting new dc\elopments

providing rewarding careers for

able and energetic young men who
join this organization through the

Loop Course.

What is the Loop Course?

The Loop Course is our program
designed specifically to train men
for management careers. New loop-

ers report to our general head-

quarters in Bethlehem, Pa., early

in July. They attend a basic course

of five weeks, including talks and
discussions by top Company offi-

cials, educational films, and daily

plant visits (this circuit, or "loop"

through a steel plant, is what gave

the course its name). The Loop
Course is not a probationary period.

After completion of the basic

course, every looper receives his

first assignment, whereupon he

goes through another, more spe-

cialized, training course before be-

ginning actual on-the-job training.

Loopers are Career Men

We select qualified men for the

Loop Course on the basis of their

potential for careers in manage-
ment. In most years we enroll over

a hundred graduating seniors, most

>£!(!

Il^ilflfil
•

^V-

of them engineers. There are about

2,000 loopers on the job today at

Bethlehem, at all levels of man-
agement, in our General Offices,

and in all of our diverse operations,

which include steel and manufac-
turing plants, research, sales, min-

ing, fabricated steel construction,

and shipbuilding.

Read Our Booklet

The eligibility requirements for

the Loop Course, as well as how
it operates, are more fully covered

in our booklet, "Careers with

Bethlehem Steel and the Loop
Course." Copies are available in

most college placement offices, or

may be obtained by writing to

Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem
Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

An equal opportunity employer

BETHLEHEM STEEL pETHflEHEM

STEEL
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Instant portable power... any time, any place

In this battery-sparked new world of portable convenience, hand tools are driven by their own re-

chargeable batteries . . . toys perform their tricks by remote control ... a hearing aid with its

button-size power cell can be slipped into the ear . . . cordless radios and television sets are lively

companions in the home or outdoors . . . missiles and satellites are guided through the vastne.ss of

space. ^ Developments like these have brought more than 350 types of Eveready batteries into

use today, 73 years after Union Carbide produced the first commercial dry cell. Ever-longer service

life and smaller size with power to spare are opening the way for batteries, such as the new alkaline

cells, to serve hundreds of new uses. ^ For the future, along with their research in batteries, the

people of Union Carbide are working on new and unusual power systems, including fuel cells.

.And this is only one of the many fields in which they are active in meeting the growing

needs of tomorrow's world.

A HAND IN THINGS TO COME
Look for these other famous Union Carbide consumer prottucls-

LlNDE Stars, Prestone anti-freeze and car care products, "6-12" Insect Repellent, Dynel textile fibers

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York 1 7, N. Y. In Canada : Union Carbide Canada Limited.Toronto.

UNION
CARBIDE
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THESE GRADUATES THRIVE ON CREATIVE CHALLENGES... THEY IE

SALES ENGINEERING
R. J. Hummer
University of Toledo-BSEE-1961

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
J. H. Trumble
University of Dayton- BSEE- 1960

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
R. J. Hayes
Indiana Tech—BSME-1956

There's a challenging, rewarding fiiture fin

C.W. Ludvigsen, Manager— Systems Sales,

tells how creative graduates contribute to

pioneering, automation developments.

Now, to meet the pressing challenge
of industrial automation, Cutler-

Hammer has formed a number of

automation project teams.
These teams combine the techni-

cal and manufacturing talents of

versatile, seasoned specialists and
you, creative-minded engineering
and business graduates.

Their primary job: to make sure
that a customer's automation in-

"estment pays an adequate return.

How they work
How do they meet this challenge?

By working with customer engineers
and consultants to isolate cost
problems in industrial process,

manufacturing, and warehousing
operations. Then, by applying their

individual talents and creative
ingenuity to develop, design, build,

and install practical automation
systems that will insure good return
on investment.

Where they work
Automation teams work together
in a Milwaukee-based, modern,
500,000 square foot plant specifi-

cally designed to house every
activity involved in the evolution
of a complex system ... in a creative

climate that is conducive to imagi-
native planning and pioneering
development.

10

What they have
done already
This approach has paid off! Th i(

industry has barely scratchec ,1

surface of the automation potei is

our credentials already are

impressive.
Profit-making automation y

tems such as ... a bundle-ban ii

system for 30 major newspaper iJ

rooms ... a package-handling y

tem for a prominent publishe

U.S. Post Office mail-han< i

systems in 14 major cities... p e

handling systems . . . more th i

score of major steel-mill fini: ii

lines . . . automatic warehouse )i

trol systems . . . and auto bod) ii

handling systems are just a e

examples of our creative plai i|

and developmental skill at woi !

What is your opportun y

What are the advantages to c
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OMATION PROBLEM SOLVERS

ANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
H. Menzel
ichigan Tech-BSME-1955

CONTROL ENGINEERING
L. Gall

University of lllinois-BSEE-1960

ANALYTICAL ACCOUNTING
A. E. Morgan
University of Wisconsin— BA— 1960

u,too,on a Cutler-Hammer automation team

young, creative-minded grad-
Short range, it's an exceptional

tunity— if you spark to the
nge of finding new solutions
Jgh manufacturing problems,
nusual opportunity to get
y involved in problem solving
from the start!

ig range, being a key member
Cutler-Hammer automation
is an excellent way to get the
iified experience so essential

intinuing career development
Jture advancement. It's parti-

[ly beneficial if you have
iitions to move into manage-
ranks.

It to know more?
(today to T.B. Jochem, Cutler-
mer, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
mplete information. And, plan
Bet with our representative
] he visits your campus soon.

^^^^H^HBH^^^M^B^pv '-^r



The undeniable thrill of

successful accomplishment

can be yours as a member

of the aggressive,

visionary

team now forging

a new future at

solid state electronics i DEICO

Make an appointment to talk with our

interviewer when he visits your campus,

or for additional information write:

Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor

—Salaried Employment:

ELco Radio Division of General Motors

KoKOMO, Indiana An equal opportunity employer
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The Junior Engineering

Technical Society

Freshman Student: 1 want to enroll

in Engineering.

Dean of Engineering: What kind of

Engineering?

Freshman Student: Just Engineering.

Isn't Engineering all-inclusive? I never

knew there were manv kinds.

The ahove conversation is typical on

college campuses during registration.

There are nearly 100 definite fields of

specialization within the engineering

discipline. A recent article in the Jour-

nal of Engineering Edueniinn mentions,

"The largest number of different de-

grees currently offered are found in en-

gineering fields, with almost 330."

We could continue indefinitely list-

ing the various questions constantly

being asked about engineering. Two
questions are sufficient, however : What
is engineering, and who is qualified to

become an engineer?

The above basic questions, among
others, are those the Junior Engineer-

ing Technical Society, better known as

JETS, is trying to help high school stu-

dents answer.

JETS has been called the 4-H of en-

gineering. It is international in scope,

and its national headquarters are located

in the United Engineering Center in

New York City—the headquarters of

most of the engineering societies. State

and area coordinating offices are distri-

buted geographically throughout the

E'nited States at leading engineering

colleges. Local chapters are organized at

high schools by students interested in

learning more about engineering or ap-

plied science. Each JETS chapter is

sponsored by a teacher and is provided

with one or more engineering advisors

who are practicing engineers in the com-

munity.

The chapters meet as frequently as

they desire and organize themselves to

suit their local situation. Chapters un-

dertake projects, discussions, and activi-

' ties that are connected with engineering

and applied scinece. Their engineering

I

advisors help them with information,

• materials, and general counsel in the

different areas of individual or group
interest.

This year JETS has started an apti-

tude search open to all students between
the 7th and 12th grades. A 2l2-hour

battery of tests is given to the partici-

pants. The results of these tests are sci-

entifically evalviated and returned to the

students. Those participating in the

search are followed until graduation

with guidance material based on their

aptitude. A fee of $2.00 per student is

charged which covers the tests plus the

follow-up guidance. Awards are given to

those making notable scores on the tests.

Early in the fall leadership conferences

are held at state or area levels. These
usually take place on a weekend and

may last from one to two days.

During the spring, state or area ex-

positions are held throughout the coun-

try, followed by a national exposition.

At the expositions both papers and proj-

ects are presented by the chapter mem-
bers who have participated in the JETS
program.

In Illinois during the summer, two-

week orientation programs in engineer-

ing and applied science are offered un-

der the sponsorship of JETS and the

faculties and staff of the universities

hosting the programs. These two-week
programs bring the students to a col-

lege campus and familiarize them with

the requirements of college life and the

different aspects of engineering as seen

at the college level.

JETS is a fully rounded guidance

and orientation program for students

who might be interested in engineering

or applied science. The program does

not force school authorities or teachers

to spend undue extra time working with

the chapter. The major portion of the

work is carried on by the engineering

advisors. They are able to bring to the

members the professional experience of

a practicing engineer.

JETS is fully recognized in Illinois

by the Illinois High School Association

and at the national level by leading edu-

cational associations, and scientific and

professional engineering societies.

JETS is entireh supported by con-

tributions from industry and profession-

aly organizations. Each chapter pa\s an

annual fee of $5.00 to enroll in the

program. This fee entitles the chapter

to all the services of the national, state,

and area offices. There is no individual

member fee. The $5.00 annual fee cov-

ers the entire membership of a chapter.

In our advancing technological and

scientific world it is difficult for high

school students, teachers, and parents to

be aware of the work performed by en-

gineers. A high school student who is

considering professional study should

ha\e the opportunity, while in high

school, to become acquainted with the

different professions and the opportuni-

ties open to him after graduation. Onh
by close investigation of all careers can

a student make a sensible choice of pro-

fession. JETS is a vehicle by which any

high school student may evaluate his

aptitudes, abilities, and interests for the

engineering profession.

Our complicated educational struc-

ture makes it desirable that a student,

early in his high school education, de-

cide upon the profession he intends to

pursue. College entrance requirements

vary considerably and a student cannot

wait until his last semester to properly

prepare for admission into the curricu-

lum of his choice. The decision must be

made at least by the end of the junior

year. JETS is a good way for high

school students to determine whether or

not they wish to enter engineering. Stu-

dents who are undeeidcd should follow

the high school courses necessary to gain

admittance to a school of engineering.

This sequence will usually allow them

to enter anv college.

On May' 10-11, JETS will hold the

Central Division of the 11th Annual

National JETS Engineering Exposition

and Conference on the L'niversity of

Illinois campus. The Second Annual

State of Illinois JETS Exposition will

also be held at this time as part of the

National Exposition. The meeting will

bring together participants from states

in the central area of the country. The
mini Union Rallroom will be the ex-

hibit area and the exhibits will be open

to the public both on Friday, May 10.

from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. and Sat-

urday, May II, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

p.m. Saturdav morning from 9:00 to

12:00 in Rooni .?14, Altgeld Hall, JETS
papers will be presented by chapter

members. The public is cordially in\ited

to attend both the paper sessions, as

well as to visit the exhibits. On Satur-

day, May 11. at noon in the Illini Room
of the Illini L nion, and awards hmcheon

will be held. Complimentary tickets will

be given to representatives of the differ-

ent JETS chapters who are attending

tlie exposition.
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{A zuiL iitc vuslin^ Jca(urinL^ ShrjiJicrd Ca.s/rM ^uii.r( i^cuiiitiry.)

Mr. Engineer—How else would you make it?

Are you interested in the searchforpractical solutions to

ever changingproblems? The die casting process has infinite

technical requirements, and the limitations are only those of

the mind which accepts the challenge offurther development.

'v^:,
.«&^^
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Illinois Junior

Aaidemv of Science

Figure 1. An artist's conception of the concourse of the Assembly Hail

with an exhibition in progress. The Junior Academy will use this space for

their exposition this year.

The Illinois Junior Academy of Sci-

ence, largest and oldest Junior Academy
in the United States, is an organization

of junior and senior high school stu-

dents interested in research in all areas

of science and mathematics.

Since 1927 the Junior Acadenn', un-

der the auspices of the Illinois State

Academy of Science, has grown from

one meagerly attended yearly meeting to

eleven yearly meetings. The state is di-

vided geographicalh' into ten districts

and the best student investigations from

a school's individual science fair are sent

to the district expfjsition in April. After

a da)' of further judging the best proj-

ects are awarded first place and these

students are eligible to enter the State

Science Exposition. Last year over 1300
students vied for top honors in the state

exposition. These top students were se-

lected from over 40,000 students par-

ticipating in the program in the state

of Illinois.

The Illinois Junior Academy of Sci-

ence State Exposition is a two day ac-

tivity. The first day is devoted to the

exposition of the projects while the sec-

ond day is primarily for the presenta-

tion of student research papers.

On Fridav, Ma\ Idth, beginning at

seven in the morning and lasting until

ten in the evening the some fifteen hun-

dred students exhibiting projects, will

be very busy setting up their projects,

adjusting and explaining their master-

pieces.

Approximately 500 judges, represent-

ing iHiiversity scientists, industrial .scien-

tists, science teachers and various lay

people begin carefully evaluating the

student in\estigations and talking with

the students. Each judging team of

three people carefully judge from five

to eight projects and spetid from ten to

thirty minutes with each student. Along
with quizzing the student about his ap-

paratus and his knowledge of the sub-

ject, the judges also carefully scrutinize

the student's research paper, offering

comments and a.ssistance. Awards which

the judges must decide upon for each

project consist of Kirst, Second and

Third, and the top award. Outstand-

ing. The rating of outstanding is a very

special citation. Only 5'~,' of all of the

state entries receive this coveted award.

The work for an outstanding exhibit

represents definite genius and would be

in the opinion of the judges comparable

to the work of a Master's Thesis of a

college student.

When the judges are finished talking

with a student, the student still finds

himself busy explaining his exhibit to

other interested high school students,

uni\ersity students and the general pub-
lic. During the rest of the afternoon,

the students will have ample time to at-

tend the Engineering Open House along

with the other very worthwhile open
houses and special campus activities.

Promptly at 4:30 the students must
return to the Exposition Hall to re-

ceive their awards from the various

judges and Junior Academy Officers.

Between this time and 6:30 the students

must remove their projects and get

ready for the Annual Jmiior .Academy
of Science Banquet.

The banquet, planned by the student

officers of the junior academy is held in

the banquet hall of the I Mini Union
and lasts for two hours. Among special

guests recognized are the state winners
of the Westinghouse Science Talent
Search, the Outstanding Project win-

ners and the officers of the junior acad-

emy. I'ollowing the meal, a brief lec-

ture will be given by one of the men
of the university science faculty. Fol-

lowing the banquet the .students are free

to attend the various special campus ac-

tivities planned for them.

The students who stay over until

Saturday, usually the largest percentage,

spend their morning attending the

Paper Session Program of the Jum'or

Academy of Science.

The paper session is separate from
the project section. The student sends

his particular research paper to the paper

session chairman in mid-March. The
chairman then sends the paper on to a

head judge in the various sciences and
mathematics. The paper is then care-

fully scrutinized by the head judge and
his committee of scientists and teachers.

The best five projects are invited to be

read at the Saturday .session. During
the readings of these papers, judging is

again made, with the best papers judged

First Place. These winners are then

honored at a special Honors A.s.sembly

at 1 1 :30 Saturday morning. The win-

ners recei\e token monetarv awards and

are invited to have their paper pub-

lished in the Triinsaitions. the official

publication of the State Acadenn of

Science. This program officially ends

the Junior Academy of Science State

Exposition. The students are free in

the afternoon to atteml the \arious open

houses.

All readers of the Tfthno(/rtt[<h are

cordially invited to visit the State Sci-

ence Exposition of the Illinois Junior

Academy of Science, during the Engi-

neering Open House. We feel sure you

will be impressed with the fine science

talent present in our junior and senior

high school students.
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Electronic Engineers, Physicists, Mathematicians, BS-iVIS-Phd

READOUT
Virtually all of the advanced A T WA lip DDniTrCCinMAI
technical disciplines involved UT lUUIl mUrCOOIUIlfiL
in large electronic system complexes are embraced in nATir|U|T|ll|
the R&D programs at the 17-laboratory organization lU I til I IHL
at Sylvania Electronic Systems. Study the chart below

to see if T/ottr chosen field of endeavor is listed. AT SYLVANIA

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS



Figure 1. Using the latest techniques
in surgical equipment, U. of I. veter-

inarians perform abdominal surgery

on an aging dog. Small animal sur-

gery will be performed at Vetevue.

Vetevue, a revue of Veterinar\'

Medicine in the Space Age. will be a

special feature of the Science and Engi-

neering Weekend at the L niversity of

Illinois. May 10 and 11. Live surger)-,

exhibits and demonstrations will high-

light the revue.

Surgery will be performed on large

and small animals. Goats will be used

for rumenotomies—surgical operations

often necessary in "Hardware Disease."'

This condition, most common in dairy

cattle, results when animals swallow-

nails, wires and other objects present in

their feed. No harm is done unless thc

objects penetrate the stomach wall. Ru
menotomies are commonly performed on

all ruminants—cattle, sheep and goats.

Horses will be used to demonstrate

an anesthetic agent, sucostrin. WTien in-

jected into the horse's vein, sucostrin

causes the skeletal muscles to relax com-
pletely. Within seconds, the horse "goes

to sleep. " allowing approximately eight

minutes of surgical anesthesia. This
drug is used commonly in practice as an

aid in performing castrations, minor op-

erations and mouth examinations. After

10 to 15 minutes, the animal completely

recovers from the anesthetic.

Small animal surgical operations will

be performed on dog patients of the

L niversity of Illinois Small Animal
Clinic. Possible small animal surger>- in-

cludes the delivery of pups via Caesar-

ian section, the routine "spay," tumor
removal and the repair of bone frac-

tures.

Chickens will be used to demonstrate
use of radio-active isotopes in diagnos-

mg disease. The isotope of calcium will

be fed to hens, absorbed bv their bodies

Vetevue
A Review of Vetinary Medicine

in the Space Age

and eventually incorporated into the egg
shells. Vetevuers will be able to use
geiger counters to find the "hot" eggs
after they have been dispersed among
normal eggs.

The electron microscope will also be
shown. This machine is used to view
viruses and study bacteria in much great-

er detail than that allowed by light mi-
croscopes. Magnifications of 50.000 to

100,000 times are possible with the elec-

tron microscope.

A sheep will serve as a subject for

the polygraph or "lie detector." Changes
in blood pressure, respirations, and the

pattern of heartbeat are graphically re-

corded simultaneouslv.

Other demonstrations include the

making of microscopic slides, giving

medicine to dogs and cats, the mother-
ing efiPect brought about by injecting a

female honnone into a rooster and the

role clinical laborator> procedures play

in diagnosing disease. Each person pres-

ent will have the opportunity of hear-

ing his own heartbeat amplified over
a loudspeaker.

Another highlight of V'etevue will be

a film. The Gentle Doctor, which traces

the co-existence of man and beast

through the centuries and also the role

of the veterinarian during the past 4,0(l((

years in caring for and protecting do-

mestic animals.

Care of the aged or geriatric dog will

be featured in one of the small animal
displays. Splints on parakeets will also

be a feature.

X-rays of calves destined to be

dwarfs will be shown and compared
with X-rays of normal caKes. A dis-

play of radiograph)- equipment will also

be exhibited.

Vetevuers will be able to observe tis-

sue cells growing inside a test tube.

This is known as tissue culture, a meth-
od for producing vaccines against virus

diseases. The importance and care of

germ free animals will be another fea-

ture of the exhibits.

Displays on cancer, tuberculosis, and
other diseases as prevalent in animals as

in people will be presented. Other dis-

plays involve the detection of poisons in

animal tissues, the prominence of para-

sitic conditions in animals, the care of

laboratory- animals, and the zoonoses

—

diseases transmitted between people and
animals. Other presentations will em-
phasize anatomy and physiolog\.

Figure 2. Dr. H. J. Hardenbrook, U. of I. veterinarian, displays nails, wires
and other hardware surgically removed from the goat held by Ray Smith,

senior in veterinary medicine. Hardware disease results when animals swal-
low metal objects which accidentally get into their feed. The surgery neces-

sary to remove hardware will be performed at Vetevue.
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Action: Now under Army test, a Ford-designed glass filament torsion

bar that's lighter, stronger, more flexible than steel

"Looks like you've got something there," the Army Tank
Command said in effect to Ford Motor Company engineers.

"Let's do a feasibility study on tracklaying military vehicles."

The story begins in 1957 when Ford engineers conceived

the idea of a plastic-bonded glass filament torsion bar for

vehicle suspension systems. It was a revolutionary departure

from the use of solid steel. It promised dramatic weight

savings in battle tanks, in personnel carriers and other

military vehicles. For example, as much as 1,000 pounds
in medium tanks.

Compared to steel, the tubular-shaped glass filament com-
position has greater energy storage potential— is stronger
and more flexible under heavy load. It may well prove to be
the automobile suspension material of tomorrow . . , cars

suspended on glassi

Another example of engineering leadership at Ford and
new ideas for the American Road.

<%^
MOTOR COMPANY

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

fHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP
IRINGS YOU BETTER -BUILT CARS
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. . . for the technical minded

THE ILLINOIS

TECHNOGRAPH
Per Year

By Subscription

25c Per Copy
on The Newsstands

8 Issues A Year
October Through May

"A self-supporting student publication, published to be of

interest to engineering and scientifically minded students."

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO:

The Illinois TECHNOGRAPH
215 Civil Engineering Hall

Urbana, Illinois
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Aeronautical and Astronautical

Engineering

Tlie Department ot Aeronautical and

Astronautical Engineering studies many
technical areas which are im[5ortant to

the fields of aeronaiitical engineering

and astronautics. In addition, teaching

and research in the areas of missiles and

space flight have long been an important

element. Aeronautical engineering has

greatly broadened its scope during the

last century, and it is expected to ex-

pand even faster in the future. In its

programs in education and research, the

department plans to be as progressive

as its name suggests. Although the scope

and course emphases change periodical-

ly, investigations are normally under-

taken in each of the major subdivisions

of aerodynamics—propulsion, structures

and vehicle dynamics. Current efforts

are concerned with supersonic and hy-

personic aerodynamics, rarefied gasdy-

namics, plasma generation, magnetogas-

dynamics, aeroelasticity, structural be-

havior at elevated temperatures, and ve-

liicle dynamics and propulsion. Plans are

underway to expand the study of low-

speed aerodynamics and ground effect

vehicles. Engineering Open House will

show visitors some of the principles of

these space age engineering projects and

their applications.

As part of its contribution to ad-

vances in the aerospace field, the de-

partment offers many courses and en-

gages in high-speed flight research. When
a vehicle exceeds the speed of sound

it forms shock waves in the air that

drastically hinder its performance. The
department's shock tubes which will be

on exhibition are used for instruction

and research on fundamental problems

associated with the shock wave phenom-
ena. One of these tubes can propel

shock waves through a gas at velocities

greater than 20 times the speed of sound,

thus making it a valuable instrument

in the area of supersonic flight, missiles

and space exploration. Supersonic wind
tvmnels are also used for high-speed

Figure 1. The thermal electric rock-

et motor produces a plasma con-

sisting of an electrically neutral

conglomeration of ions, electrons

and neutral atoms with tempera-
tures up to 30,000 degrees F.

aerodynamics investigations.

Manned aircraft studies are by no

means left out of the instructional and
research programs. Consideration is

being given to a wide range of aircraft

varying from vertical take-off and land-

ing airplanes to high-altitude hypersonic-

speed craft. A small wind tunnel will

be used to show how an airplane derives

its lift from a pressure difference be-

tween the upper and lower wing sur-

faces.

Advances in propulsion systems have

enabled engineers to design vehicles cap-

able of exceeding the speed required to

escape from the earth. All modern pro-

pulsion systems are included in the edu-

cational programs. At the low end of

the speed spectrum the department in-

vestigates ground effect vehicles—ma-
chines that move close to the ground on

"cushions of air." (See Feb. TECH).
The vehicle performance spectrum illus-

trated by these examples indicates the

breadth of interests of the Aeronautical

and Astronautical Engineering Depart-

ment, and also shows that higher and
faster is not the only direction aero-

space technology is moving.

When the biplane was the champion

of the air the primary problem of air-

craft structural engineers was to design

structures with sufficient strength to

withstand relatively small flight and

landing loads. Loss of material strength

due to high temperatures, for example,

was not a problem. Today, however, en-

gineers must design light weight struc-

tures which will be subjected to liigh

temperature and dynamic loadings which

greatly complicate their problems. Ex-
amples of aero-structures testing will be

exhibited showing how engineers tackle

certain types of practical problems. Also,

the basic design principles of a filament

wound solid fuel rocket motor case will

be explained.

Space flight will be well represented

at Engineering Open House. A work-
ing model of a thermal electric (plas-

ma) rocket motor will be on display.

The plasma produced is an electrically

neutral aglomeration of ions, electrons

and neutral atoms with temperatures up

to 3(),0()()T. The electrical energy in-

put per unit of propellant is much high-

er than the available thermal energy per

unit weight of propellant in chemical

rockets. As a residt, the electrical rock-

ets have much higher exit velocities,

and are of interest for space propulsion

where a small thrust operating for a

long period of time is needed to accel-

erate a space vehicle. The Open House
exhibits will also include a working
model of a student built rocket. Orbits

and trajectories of vehicles will be ex-

plained with the aid of a three-dimen-

sional display portraying a tvpical space

flight.
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Richard E. Covert, Iowa Stale BSME
'62, utilizes an analog computer to

study heat transfer transients and
their effect on the control mecha-
nism of a mobile military compact
reactor being developed by the Alli-

son Division of General Motors un-

der contract to the Atomic Energy

Commission, Covert is one of sev-

eral young engineers now engaged
in various studies connected with

nuclear powerplant engineering
programs at Allison.

• NUCLEAR ENERGY CONVERSION—For the last 5 years. Allison,

the energy conversion Division of General Motors, has participated in the

design of various nuclear powerplants requiring compactness and low weight.

Work on these projects has resulted in the compilation of a formidable back-

ground in nuclear systems engineering for space and terrestrial powerplants.

Announcement by the Atomic Energy Commission of the selection of Allison

as prime contractor for development of MCR (Military Compact Reactor)

now creates opportunities for well-qualified Engineers and Scientists in a long-

range program in the nuclear field.

The MCR is a lightweight, completely self-contained nuclear reactor power

system—easily transportable by truck, aircraft or rail—designed to provide

packaged power for a wide variety of applications. It will have a high

temperature, liquid metal cooled reactor coupled to a power conversion

system. Incorporating long plant life characteristics compatible with military

field equipment, the powerplant is expected to reduce the burden which shipment

and storage of petroleum imposes on combat forces.

Along with its nuclear, missile and space activity. Allison is maintaining

its enviable position as designer and producer of air-breathing engines.

Recent developments include advanced types of turboprop engines for

greater power with maximum fuel economy and without increase in engine

size; a compact lightweight turboprop selected as the powerplant for the

Army's next generation of Light Observation helicopters, and thermally

regenerative gas turbine engines for a wide range of vehicular and

industrial use.

Perhaps there's a challenging opportunitv for vou in one of the diversified

areas at Allison. Talk to our representati\e when he visits your campus.

Let him tell you first-hand what it's like at Allison where

"Energy Conversion Is Our Business."

An equal opportunity employer

THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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Figure 1. A Mikrokator and a set of

"Joe Blocks" used in precision meas-
uring. The blocks are guaranteed
accurate to within two millionths of

an inch.

The General Engineer is a versatile

man. His training combines an educa-

tion in engineering principles with sub-

stantial work in a secondary field such

as administration, geology or sales.

The graduate who has a broad engi-

neering education plus a background in

a less technical field is in constant de-

mand by both industry and government.

For example the salesman must know
the technical product which he sells.

The technical writer should understand

the technical aspects of his subject as

well as possess journalistic ability. The
engineer of highways or structures who
is competent in geology will be better

able to choose the best geographic loca-

tions. The secondary non-technical op-

tions featured in the General Engineer-

ing program include engineering admin-

istration, engineering sales, engineering

geology, technical writing, engineering

law and meteorology.

All General P'ngineering e.xhibits will

be located in the Transportation Build-

ing where many of the General Engi-

neering courses meet. In the Hospitality

Room, an exhibit illustrates the types of

positions General Engineers occupy in

industry. Geographical locations of the

General Engineering graduates are de-

picted on a map of the United States.

Stuilents and staff members will be de-

lighted to visit with you and discuss any

phase of General Engineering.

Featured exhibits are described brief-

ly below.

Eni/inccnng Design: Design is one of

the most rewarding and demanding

functions of an engineer. Engineering

designs from major corporations will be

displayed in their creative forms.

Enyinccriny Drmvinc/: Engineering

students will demonstrate the funda-

mental geometry and procedures of gra-

phic representation and engineering de-

"Design for Prodiu tion" : This is tlie

title of a film which was jointly pro-

duced, in 1961, by the University of

Illinois Department of General Engi-

neering and a manufacturer of numeri-

cally controlled milling machines. This

film shows how the engineering draw-

ing, which presents shapes, dimensions

and specifications, is correlated with the

various machining operations to produce

a precision product as a single item or

in mass production. A second film,

"Mo\e the Mountains," which is con-

cerned with material handling and
earth moving equipment will be shown
intermittently with the above film. The
film depicts the changes in material

mo\ing methods from the ancient Egyp-
tians to those of a present-day equipment
manufacturer.

( J fluffing: It is impossible to make
anything to exact specified dimensions;

therefore, an important aspect of engi-

neering is the determination of accept-

able deviation from desired dimensions.

A set of super-precision Johansson
Gauge Blocks, which are basic measur-

ing units in industry, will be on display.

These "Joe-blocks" have a guaranteed

accuracy" of ±.000(102" (two mil-

lionths of an inch). For example, a pre-

cision dial indicator, the Mikrokator, is

set to a desired dimension for a machine

part by using assembled Joe-blocks. The
machine part is then manufactured with- i

in permissible limits by utilizing the pre-

1

set Mikrokator.

J^ir Brush: The air brush is an in-

strument used in the shading of draw- I

ings. This will be an audience-partici-

'

pation display where visitors can try to I

produce art work with an air brush.

Nuclear Reactor Model: A model of

a nuclear reactor will be on display.

The model, used for orientations, illus-

trates the basic principles of our present-

day high-powered nuclear reactors.

Uiiiverstil Drauing System: This new '

system invented at the University of

Illinois has been introduced in several

schools and corporations. Drawings

made with the .system will be displayed

showing how orthographic and isometric
'

views are integrated in direct projec-

tion with each other.

Laiv: An engineer should know the

legal aspects of his field. Of interest to

engineers and other creative persons will i]

be the display furnished by the U. S.

Patent Office which explains the legal

processes of protecting a new item.

The students and staff of the Depart-

ment of General Engineering extend a .

cordial welcome to all. i
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Physics

This year the Physics Department
will show the visitor intriguing displays

on classical physics and current fields of

research. Undergraduate students will

present twenty minute lectures featuring

demonstration experiments designed to

show dramatically the wave properties

of light, spectra of \arious elements, in-

terference patterns, and other interest-

ing optical phenomena. These lectures

will be held in Room 100 Physics Lab-
oratory', beginning on the hour and half

hour ; after each lecture, there will be

time for \nsitors to ask questions and ex-

amine the apparatus.

For those interested in learning more
about cvirrent research, there will be sev-

eral displays in Room 112 Physics Lab-
oratory. The popular low temperature
physics display will be given again this

year; this demonstration shows the

main- remarkable changes that matter
undergoes when cooled. For example, a

lead bell which responds with a dull

thud when struck at room temperature
rings clearly when struck after being

cooled by liquid nitrogen. Normally flex-

ible materials such as rubber and plas-

tic shatter like fragile china when hit

after cooling in liquid nitrogen.

This year, one of the newest research

tools, the spark chamber, will be ex-

plained and demonstrated in Room 112
Physics Laboratory. The spark chamber
makes use of the fact that a high energy
charged particle passing through a gas

such as neon leaves behind a trail of ions

capable of conducting an electric cur-

rent. The spark chamber, in its simplest

form, consists of two thin metal plates,

one of which is connected to ground and
the other to a bank of charged capaci-

tors. When a charged particle passes

through the system, a sensing device

I

causes the capacitors to discharge be-

' tween the plates along the ionized trail

left by the particle, producing a spark.

I

Several sets of plates produce a series

j

of sparks indicating the path of the par-

I tide. The ability of the spark chamber
' to select the particles that it observes

I

makes it extremely useful in the study

Figure 1. A closeup of the 340 MEV Betatron used for basic research.

The Betatron is one of the open house attractions.

of elementary particles. B\ allouing the

capacitors to discharge only when an

interesting particle has passed through

the system, a photograph showing only

the desired track can be obtaiiu'd. Photo-

graphs made from older devices such as

the cloud chamber and the bubble cham-

ber contain many extraneous tracks in

addition to the one of interest. A cloud

chamber and the well-known Geiger-

Mulk-r counter will also be displayed

in Room 112 Physics Laboratory.

One of the new features of this year's

Open House \\ill be an informatio;i

booth located in the main corridor of

the Physics Laboratory. Student and

faculty advisers will be available at this

booth to answer questions that prospec-

tive students may ha\e about high school

preparation or the program of study

leading to a degree in physics at the

I'niversity of Illinois. The Physics De-

partment will also show se\eral movies

especially prepared to illustrate some

principle of physics in a way that is both

interesting and easy to understand.

These movies will be shown continuous-

ly in Room 119 Physics Laboratory.

The betatron will be ojien to the pub-

lic again this year and because of im-

proved bus service it will be more ac-

cessible than in the past. Busses will

leave the Engineering Campus for the

-Assembh' Hall and the betatron c\ery

five nuriutes. The betatron was iruent-

eii here at the L'niversity of Illinois by

Professor Donald Kerst in 1^40. It dif-

fers from most other large particle ac-

celerators in that it produces high ener-

gy' electrons rather than high energj'

protons. Since 1940, the L'niversity has

constructed several betatrons, the larg-

est of which is capable of producing 340
million electron volt electrons. The elec-

tron beam produced by the betatron

may be made to strike a metal target,

thus producing high energy x-ra\s which

are useful in many experiments.
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Army ROTC

Figure 1. Unmanned aircraft send back aerial views of distant sites, using

light TV equipment developed at the Army's Signal Corps Engineering Lab-
oratories at Fort Monmouth. The camera in the L-17 drone (shown in tele-

scopic view) can point downward or forward through the plane's belly.

This year the Engineer, Ordnance,

and Signal Army ROTC branches will

jointly participate in Engineering and

Science Weekend. The latest equipment

and activities characteristic of these

branches will be exhibited and explained

in the display.

The Corps of Engineers, the world's

largest engineering organization, will

exhibit equipment used in support of its

combat, technical service, military con-

struction, and civil works mission. A
lighted transparency depicting major
construction projects in Illinois will ac-

centuate the role of the Corps of Engi-

neers as manager of our nation's flood

control and waterway development pro-

grams. A variety of bridge models will

show one phase of the Engineers' com-
bat mission of keeping your Army mov-
ing forward. For those with a little

more time and interest, a half-hour

color film dramatically depicting past,

present and future world-wide engineer

missions will be shown near the display.

The Ordnance branch will display

several of the Army's newest weapons.

The first of these weapons is the 7.62

mm, M14 rifle—the new shoulder wea-
pon for the individual soldier. Secondly,

the display shows the 7.62 mm, M60
machine gun, which provides the ac-

cmate, sustained fire power that the in-

fantryman needs. Also, to be displayed

is the 40 mm, M79 grenade launcher,

which is used for projecting high ex-

plosive grenades between the maximum
range of hand grenades and the mini-

mum range of mortars. These are just

a few of the items that will be present

at the United States Army Ordnance
display. Ordnance has a four-le\el func-

tion concerning the United States

Army's material. They are responsible

for the research and development of all

of the Army's materiel as well as the

industrial manufacturing of the items.

After the material is ready for the using

unit, Ordnance supplies the proper train-

ing to get the most effective use from its

operation. At the last Ordnance func-

tional level, we have the field service

which supplies needed repair parts, am-
munition, and any other logistical need

of the using unit.

The Signal Corps will display tacti-

cal Signal Corps field equipment such as

field switchboards, light radios and tele-

phones, teletypewriters and multichan-

nel carrier equipment. Four static dis-

play cases will also show developments

in miniaturization, transistors, communi-
cations, satellites, battlefield surveillance

drones and ADPS applications. A
twelve-minute film explaining recent de-

velopments will be shown hourly.

,4<.v:-:.^ ^ -M

Figure 2. The M-14 rifle has been
adopted by the armies of the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization and
fires the standard NATO 7.62 mm
cartridge. It replaces the Browning
Automatic Rifle, Ml Garand Rifle,

carbine, and Caliber .45 sub ma-
chine gun. It is a semi-automatic
weapon and can easily be convert-

ed by the soldier to fully automatic.
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If you want a career in Space Electronics

YOU SHOULD BE AT COLLINS
Why? Consider this. Every American voice from space —
from the X-15 to Schirra's 6-orbit flight — has been

carried back to earth by Collins communication systems.

The men who designed and engineered the equipment

and put these systems together are topnotch experts in

their fields. These are the men you'll have an oppor-

tunity to work with and learn from on a variety of space

communication project assignments. ~ Our company is

currently engaged in another phase of the U. S. space

effort, communication systems for NASA's Apollo

manned lunar spacecraft. Again Collins can provide

young engineers with an opportunity to advance and

grow through actual experience on projects such as this

and through close working contact with the experts.

!Ij Future Collins commitments call for further explora-

tion in the field of space communication and the equip-

ment and systems necessary for contact between space-

craft and earth. It's a field full of challenge and oppor-

tunity for the young engineer wishing to carve out a

satisfying career in space electronics.

If this fits in with your
plan — and if you have a

B.S or advanced degree

in E.E., M.E., Mathemat-

ics or Physics, contact

your Placement Office

or write to the Collins

science center nearest

you.

COLLINS

L R Nuss

Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids. Iowa

C P. Nelson

Collins Radio Company
Dallas, Texas

E D Montano

Collins Radio Company
Newport Beach, California
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Your Home

On Campus

MEDEA and MEDEA LODGE
Two Blocks from Engineering Campus412 and 408 East Green

Room and Board

Intramural Sports

Social Activities

Quiet Hours for Study

Close to Engineering

Campus

A ckit for relaxation

Medea, one of the finest Independent

Men's houses on campus, offers small

group living with the advantages of a

larger house. Living at either Medea or

Medea Lodge assures you of an excellent

location, fine food (T-bones once a week),

coffee an' served every morning, good

study conditions, linens—all for $800.00 a

year.

Evidence of effort
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Technocutie

MUl JlaU BacAe^

What? An Engineer?

Increased rumors of several unidentified crea-

tures — creatures resembling "girls" — have been

circulating on the Engineering campus for some

time. With the help of the Society of Women
Engineers it didn't take TECH long (there were

more than anticipated) to locate one, and here

she is . . . lovely Miss Lois Backer—one of 23

charming v^omen engineering students who are

adding a touch of grace to our previously homo-

geneous enginering campus.

Lois was valedictorian of her Roanoke High

School class, and she is now a 4.5 plus General

Engineering freshman whose domestic talents ac-

quired during five years of 4-H, should appeal

to every engineer. Her beauty Is self-radiating,

but just for the records, she has been a Dolphin

Queen semi-finalist as well as a Miss Woodford

County contestant in the Miss America prelim-

inaries.

Only one problem remains—where can TECH

find another photographer? . . . Ours has found

a new hobby—"Creature Watching"! As a matter

of fact, where is the rest of the staff? . . . Hey

fellows . . . wait for mel
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AT PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT...

YOUR EYES CAN BE ON THE STAM

m^^^'

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICAT '
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UT YOUR FEET MUST BE ON THE GROUND

The glamour and excitement of space age programs often obscure a fundamental fact. It is simply

that farsightedness must be coupled with sound, practical, down-to-earth engineering if goals are

to be attained. This is the philosophy upon which Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's position as a world

leader in flight propulsion systems has been built.

Almost four decades of solid engineering achie\cment at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft can be credited

to management's conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy progress. In

addition to concentrated research and development efforts on advanced gas turbine and rocket

engines, new and e.xciting effects are being explored in every held of aerospace, marine and industrial

power application.

The challenge of the future is indicated by current programs. Presently Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

is exploring the areas of technical knowledge in magnetoliydrodynamics . . . ihermionic and thermo-

electric conversions . . . hypersonic propulsion . . .fuel cells and nuclear power.

If you have interests in common with us. if you look to the future but desire to take a down-to-earth

approach to get there, investigate career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.

To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young engineers and scientists. Your de-

gree? It can be a B.S.. M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL and

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY . CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGI-

NEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. And a future of

recognition and advancement may be here for you.

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,

consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. William L. Stoner,

Engmeermg Department. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. East Hartford 8. Connecticut.

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.Pratt &Whitney Pircraft oivsoNOFUNxy

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT ll
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA A^?^lOpp^^B,p^^
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Women in Engineering

by Pat Martin

In small but increasing numbers,

American women are distinguishing

themselves as engineers. The persisting

idea that engineering is a hard and

rough occupation unsuitable for wom-
en has been refuted by the women who
have pioneered and succeeded in this

field. Today the tremendous number of

women in all Russian technical fields

shows us an excellent example of how
this untapped resource can be utilized.

Surprisingly, this utilization of women
has not slackened their pace, but rather

helped them in the space race and cer-

tain other areas.

In America, as prejudices are slowly

decreasing, the number of women in en-

gineering has increased. In 1950 there

were some 6,500 women engineers, in

contrast to less than 750 in 1940. All

evidence indicates this rising trend will

continue.

Women who choose—for one reason

or another—to enter engineering have

before them a varied, interesting, and

exciting college career. Even now, with

many successful women in engineering,

college girls are often advised not to

enter engineering. As a result many po-

tential women engineers never experi-

ence the challenge, excitement, and pride

of an engineering profession.

The first challenge comes when some-

one asks what you are majoring in. A
woman engineering student soon learns

to tolerate criticism and those who come

up with the universal questions such as,

"Did you go into engineering just be-

cause that is where all the man are?"

The challenge comes in proving to the

world that all women engineers are not

two-headed, sexless creatures who wear

shapeless dresses and horn - rimmed
glasses. The challenge comes in wear-

ing skirts and being feminine in a tra-

ditionally man's world, and still proving

that you can do a good job. And the

challenge comes most of all in making

a success . . . in getting through col-

lege and earning that treasured degree

... in going into industry and being an

asset to your country and your employ-

er.

The excitement comes in many ways.

It comes while standing in lines those

first few days and returning wondering

stares of the men about you. It comes

during the first classroom days when you

notice the ratio of men to women, and

when your instructors persistently call

the roll it is always Smith, Brown,
White, and then, Miss Jones. It comes

from figuring out a difficult problem or

from receiving a good exam grade. It

comes from winning the respect of the

people around you, men and women. It

also comes in a very special way when
\ou attend a dance with your special

beau and meet the people from your

classes who stare in wonder and obvi-

ous admiration to see you at a dance

with a boy and really looking quite

feminine and pretty. It comes in dating

men and being able to talk to them in-

telligently ; in being able to listen and
understand. It comes most of all when
you discover that you are finally being

treated as an equal ; the men around you

have accepted you and are ready to help

you and to be helped, are ready to accept

the astonishing fact that you are a wom-
an engineer and most of all a Woman.
It has often been said that college life

is the most exciting time of a woman's
life. It is sometimes iiard to realize that

this is doubly true of a woman engineer-

ing student. She has all of the normal
excitement, and so much more if she

can only meet the challenge.

And then there is Pride . . . that

funny little word that creates an inner

glow that can grow into a fire . . .

that funny little word that drives peo-

ple onward to bigger and better goals

. . . that makes them try harder when
it seems almost impwssible . . . that word
that makes a person want to be different

and special . . . that drives someone to

the point of exhaustion and leaves them
happy merely because they are proud
of their accomplishment, and they can

see pride reflecting in the faces of the

people around them. Pride ... an un-

definable word that means the world.

It is a sparkle of happiness that you are

doing what you are doing, a fascinat-

ing aura of joy that you are what you

are and nothing else. This is what it

takes to become a good woman engineer.

This is the spirit, combined with dedi-

cation and hard work, which caused our

pioneering women to become engineers

and to succeed in spite of what society

and near-sighted people said and did to

make it hard for them.

Today the problem is svipplying ade-

quate high school counseling to women
whose aptitudes in math and science

point to an engineering career. The So-

ciety of Women Engineers is trying to

help in this respect by counseling high

school seniors. In the coming years it is

possible to envisage more and more
women making a success in engineering.

At the present moment there are 23

women enrolled in engineering at the

University of Illinois. These women
are scattered throughout all branches of

engineering.

The rumors of hard work and no fun

are partly correct. True, engineering

isn't easy; but in actuality few free

things are worthwhile. A woman should

not be forced into engineering. It must

be something she freely elects with her

eyes open and her chin firmly set, since

there are times when things seem al-

most impossible to bear ; times then the

easy thing to do would be to simply

give up and try something else. A young
woman entering engineering must be

fully aware of what she is doing. She

must be proud of her work and stand

up for it; she must be ready to give up

some of the small things she wants now
and keep sight of the further more im-

portant goals ; she must be ready to meet

the challenges that will inevitably come.

Rut the thing to remember is that when
it is all done, and the hardships and

worries are over, you will have some-

thing, something special, precious, and

worth much more tlian it cost.
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: CAL CRIMP
Michigan \w\\ makes few iiKues in Soutlitiekl without

consulting Engineer Cal Crimp (B.S.E.E.. 19571. Cal
makes studies on where to put new central oflices, how to

expand old ones, what switching equipment to order.

To make these decisions, Cal must interpret forecasts

of customer growth. He must also know his equipment and
operating costs closely. Such responsibility is not new to

him. On an earlier assignment, for instance, he skillfully

directed a drafting section of 32 |)e()p!e.

Cal Crimp of Michigan Bell Telephone Company and
the other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone

Companies throughout the country help bring the finest

communications service in the world to the homes and
businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Must you join a giant company to work on big projects?

Take Consolidated Edison's Indian Point nuclear

power station near New York City. Several giant

companies contributed to her success. But her most

significant feature— the reactor— was designed and

built by Babcock & Wilcox.

BscW is large enough to win contracts for big proj-

ects. 1962 sales, for example, were more than $320

million. And every year, B&W invests many millions

of dollars in research and development. B&W offers

many other advantages of the large company: formal

training program, paid tuitions, wide variety of job

openings (17 plants in 9 states), plus the security and

benefits of a large, established organization.

B&W is small enough to give you a chance to work

on big projects early in your career. There are 149

larger industrial companies in the U. S. Growth op-

portunities are enormous. Yet only 47 bachelor-level

students will be hired in 1963.

B&W has interesting job openings for giaduate and

undergraduate engineers and scientists, including

M.E., E.E., Ch.E., Met.E., Cer.E., Nuc.E., and physicists.

For more information, talk to the B&W interviewer

when he is on your campus or write to J. W. Andeen

for "Your Career Opportunity at Babcock & Wilcox."

The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 E. 42nd St.,

New York" 17, New York.

Babcock & Wilcox



Figure 1. Several students are shown taking in the
Navy's Polaris Model display at last year's Open House.

This year many Midshipmen are displaying the latest

in operational weapons and space technolog\-. The Naval
Ordnance Plant at Forest Park, Illinois, will display an

eight-foot model of the Sidewinder, an operational air

to air missile. Somewhat more important is the exhibit

on the Navy's formidable Polaris missile firing submar-
ine. This exhibit will include a large model displaying

the inside of the sub and selected photographs of the

Polaris in action.

This year's most spectacular exhibit, however, will be

the large plastic model of the new Gemini Space Capsule.

This capsule is much larger than the Mercury Capsule
and is designed for two astronautis. Smaller models will

be displayed of the Gemini on a Titan rocket and the

Gemini on para glide. There will be pictures of the

launch sequence and an exciting 22-minute color film

showing Geminin's launch to landing squence—a must
for Open House visitors who are interested in our "man
in space ' programs.

There will be displays concerned with the Naval re-

search program : a d\namic display explaining the Navy's
research in gas lubricated bearings; and a display of the

Navy's giant radiotelescopes. One of these radiotelescopes

is located nearby at Danville, Illinois, where it will pick

up radio signals from outside our galaxy. These exhibits

will be explained by Naval ROTC students.

Graduating high school seniors can still enter the

Na\al ROTC program this fall. A student desiring to

become a Contract Midshipman must present himself in

person at the Administration Office of the NROTC
unit. This can be done as early as the last half of the

senior year in high school or in the summer before enter-

ing the University—it should not be later than the first

part of Freshman Week. Those applicants who are

found acceptable will receive a written exam and be noti-

NAVAL

ROTC
Hed of the results in time for registration. These Miil-

shipmen take one naval science course each semester and
receive a commission upon graduation. They are supplied

with uniforms and Na\al Science textbooks and about
S27 per month during their junior and senior years.

They also participate in one summer training cruise be-

tween their junior and senior years.

In addition to service orientation, history of sea power,
psychology- of leadership, navigation and operations each
Midshipman studies ballistics, computers, directors, guid-

ed missile propulsion, guidance and control in his naval
science courses. He will receive additional training in

naval engineering and the functions of the engineering
department aboard ship, including ship stabilir\-, funda-
mentals of heat engines, boilers, steam turbines and the

necessary components, and a basic study of the funda-
mentals of nuclear propulsion.

Upon graduation and commi.ssioning the Navy offers

qualified officers postgraduate training in most fields of

engineering. A good example is the Navy's excellent nu-
clear power school which trains officers for work with
nuclear reactors.

Figure 2. Pictured above is the Alexander Hamilton
SSB(N) 617 being launched in August 1962. The
Hamilton is a polaris submarine about which further

information can be obtained at Open House.
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The design is thousands of years old. Called "Man," it

has evolved reasonably efficient techniques for coping with

weather, saber-toothed tigers, city traffic, floods and income

taxes. But now it faces a problem of a new order of

magnitude... survival beyond the protective cocoon of the

earth's environment. In this airless, weightless, radiative

region, man needs a big assist. Douglas is working to pro-

vide it. Douglas scientists are far along in studies of eco-

logical systems for the maintenance of human life under

EARTH'S MOST COMPLICATED SYSTEM '^^'^^-'^'^-''^''^''^^^^^d'^^'^"^^^-

These research areas cover the

...A STIMULATING AREA FOR CREATIVE ENGINEERS varied life and physical

sciences and engineering systems which are involved. They

range from psycho -physiological analyses to the actual plan-

ning of the establishment and support of cities on the moon.
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The above is only one of hundreds of interesting assign-

ments at Douglas. If you are seeking a stimulating career

with an organization in the thick of the most vital programs
of today and tomorrow, we invite you to contact us. Write
to Mr. S. A. Amcstoy, Douglas Aircraft Company, ^'*—*\ V
3000 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa Monic.n, f

\^
California. Box 600-M. Douglas DOUCLAS^'^
Aircraft is an equal opportunity employer. ( \^^,/

./
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Civil Engineering

One of the most common complaints

amoiiK engineering students is that they

are barricaded scholastically by required

courses. Civil Engineering at the imi-

versity has recognized this restriction

and a new program will begin next fall.

This program will allow the student to

overcome the required specialization to

whatever degree he desires.

One combination which comes to

mind is that of the aeronautical struc-

tural engineer. A civil engineer's back-

ground in structures plus proper selec-

tion of courses in aeronautical engineer-

ing could qualify an engineer for struc-

trural work in the rapidly expanding

missile field.

In addition to allowing a student who
is certain of his desired field to obtain

his goals, the new curriculum gives the

student who is not certain an insight

into possible fields of interests. Complete
information pertaining to the new cur-

riculum will be available at a special

exhibit. The exhibit will have both staff

and students a\ailable for questions or

additional information on the curricu-

him changes.

Civil Engineering, being one of the

most diversified fields of engineering,

requires training in many areas. The
field of Ifit/hii/iys is at this time one of

the most rapidly expanding in civil en-

gineering.

Closely related to the de\elopmcnt of

highway facilities is the problem of traf-

fic control. The Traffic Eiiyincer is re-

sponsible for the safety and efficiency of

a highway design. With the ever in-

creasing volume of traffic on our high-

ways, the need for adequate traffic con-

trol becomes more evident. The Traffic

Engineering Laboratory located in 40<S

Civil Engineering Hall has on display

some of the equipment needed to evalu-

ate traffic conditions and to control this

traffic once the conditions are deter-

mined. Also potential speeders may get

a closer look at that "little black box"
used in radar speed detection. Traffic

signal controls for se\eral Urbana inter-

sections will be operating from the lab

during C^pen House. The complexity of

a coordinated traffic system will be dem-
onstrated in the lab.

One of the newer fields in ci\il engi-

neering is that of Soil Mcchnnits and
Frmndatirjns.

A soil and foundation display located

in room 202 Talbot Lab will demon-
strate factors affecting soils when used as

foundation materials and the different

types of soils as they are classified in

foundation work. A series of pictures

will demonstrate the many facets of

soils engineering and some of the prob-

lems encountered in applying those fac-

ets. The behavior of a soil under an

applied load is demonstrated b\- the set-

tlement and consolidation exhibit. The
quicksand exhibit will offer no threat to

visitors although its potentials are amply
demonstrated.

The civil engineer entering Survryirn/

will find \ery modern and highly com-
plex equipment applied to this \ery old

art. Eqin'pment is available which will

measure distances of twenty miles or

more extremely accurately. Some of the

newest equipment in the field will be

on display in the Sur\eying exhibit.

Within the field of surveying, Pholo-

t/raiiiiiieiry is becoming more popular.

Through the use of aerial photographs

accurate ele\ations and distances may be

obtained for engineering work by photo-

grammetry. This procedure is finding in-

creased usage in the preparation of maps,

.soil surveys and highway design. The
basic fundamental of photogrammetry

—

that of .^-D viewing of two photographs

— is demonstrated in the surveying dis-

play.

Skyscrapers, bridges, llagpoles, televi-

sion towers and airplane wings are just

a few examples of the Structures with

which the ci\il engineer is concerned.

The complexities of structure loads

\ary from snow loads to that of a nu-

clear blast.

The field of (Joiiitructioii is becom-
ing increasingl)- complex with new tech-

nology and equipment and with the

ever increasing degree of competition in

the industry. \o longer are the previous

construction methods being relied upon
to obtain competitive bids or to make
mone\- once a contract is won. The pres-

ent da\' construction engineer must in-

vestigate cost analyses and estimates,

time study and productivity, and job
planning. Statistical analyses and com-
puters are being applied to construction.

Throughout his career, the construction

engineer is called upon to apply princi-

pals of every field in ci\il engineering
from soils to traffic.

An exaniple of a t\pical construction

project is that provided by Chi Epsilon,

civil engineering honorary fraternity, of

a model of Cilen Canyon Dam in its

fiinshed state plus data used in design

and construction.

I he I/y/lrau/ii s engineer is concerned
with the design, development and use of

water resources and facilities. The in-

creasing needs for water are forcing the

hydraulic engineer to develop new
sources and to provide means of preserv-

ing present supplies. Flood control, cul-

vert design, dam design and irrigation

are all part of the hydraulic engineer's

work.

(^ne example of a livdraulic design

at Open House is that of an energy dis-

sipator. 'I'liis display will demonstrate

the work that is being conducted at the

I niversity of Illinois on hydraulic en-

erg>' dissipators for culverts. With water

actually Howing, the exhibit will com-
pare the performance of two box cul-

verts, one with dissipator and the other

without. The relation of energy dissi-

pation to soil erosion will be shown by

this exhibit.

Of special note about this exhibit is

that it was prepared as part of an actual

laboratory study that is being conducted

(Continued on Page 54, Col. 1

)
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Agricultural Engineering

Agricultural engineering is a grow-

ing and expanding profession which is

meeting the engineering problems of an

advancing agriculture. As new machin-

ery, processes, structures and soil con-

servation practices are developed, agri-

cultural crops can be harvested more
rapidly, more efficiently and with great-

er qualitv. At the same time new struc-

tures with environmental control give

healthier, more productive animals, and

conservation studies insure the necessaiT

natural resources to meet future re-

quirements. Supplying the technical en-

gineering know-how required to handle

crops, produce animals, and manipulate

soils is the challenge of the agricultural

engineer.

The academic staff of the Department
of Agricultural Engineering is composed
of professionally trained engineers who,
in addition to teaching, apply their

knowledge toward solving agricultural

problems. Students likewise are encour-

aged to think and do agricultural re-

search.

A student not only receives sound

classroom instruction, but also sincere

advice and counsel from an interested

faculty. His advisor is a qualified staff

member who has many years' experi-

ence in engineering and a thorough un-

derstanding of the student's program
and problems. The progress of the stu-

dent from his entrance in college until

his university career is terminated,

hopefully through graduation, is fol-

lowed by the advisor. The ad\isor is

extremely important in helping the new
student plan his course of study as re-

lated to his high school record and his

personal and professional goals follow-

ing graduation.

The entrance requirements for agri-

cultural engineering students are identi-

cal to those in the other departments of

the College of Engineering: high school

training in mathematics, science, rhet-

oric, social studies, and a foreign lan-

guage. If a person is deficient in one of

these, he may make up the deficiencies at

the university. A farm background is,

of course, helpful in gaining practical

insight into agricultural problems.

A supplementar\- student activity

—

encouraged by the department— is par-

ticipation in the Illinois Student Branch
of the American Society of Agricultural

Engineers. This group attempts to de-

velop leadership and cooperation by

planning and executing various projects

during the year. One such project is

the Ayrinccr. the agricultural engineer-

ing student annual, and another is the

work done for Engineering Open
House. The students plan and build the

Open House displays to publicly dem-
onstrate the agricultural engineering ac-

complishments. Such experience—in ad-

dition to formal classroom and labora-

tory training in structures, soil and

water mechanics, electric power and

processing, and field power and machin-

ery—is highly valuable to the gradu-

ated engineer.

A few areas where an agricultural

engineer may work are: machine design,

processing of farm products, farm struc-

tures and environmental control, proj-

ect managing in an agriculturally re-

alted industry or in other production

areas requiring engineering know-how.

Figure 1. Aerial view showing the Agricultural Engineering display build-

ing and contrasting machinery display.

FEED PRaCE

Figure 2. Jerry Weibel demonstrating
system at last year's open house.

the pneumatic feed distribution
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chemical Engineering

Chemical engineers are concerned mainly with "scal-

ing up" processes discovered by the chemist in the labora-

tory. That is, the chemical engineer first decides whether

or not a process is economically feasible and, if it is, de-

signs the equipment which will be used in the process.

Chemical engineering, however, is not limited to pro-

duction alone; many chemical engineers also work on

basic research.

In the Di\ision of Chemical Engineering at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, research is being carried on in man\'

fields: mass transfer, heat transfer, fluid flow, reactor de-

sign, process dynamics, and high pressure technology.

This variety shows that a degree in chemical engineering

from the University of Illinois is often not the end, but

a springboard for further study in one of man\ fields not

commonly related to chemical engineering.

During the Engineering Open House, chemical engi-

neering students will present two sides of their field

—

theoretical research and practical engineering applications.

Practical Applications

Most of the Open House exhibits will be shown in

the "Unit Ops Lab." This laboratory occvipies three

floors of the East Chemistry Building and will have

many industrial scale operations displayed in it. Equip-

ment for evaporation, gas absorption, distillation, and

filtration will also be shown. In the "Unit Ops Lab" the

undergraduate student experiences his first contact with

practical applications of classroom theories.

The first display visitors will \iew in the lab is the

Chem Pop exhibit. This exliibit will pro\ide a cool, car-

bonated drink while demonstrating the operation of gas

absorption. Of primary importance in this exhibit is a

fifteen-foot, glass-packed column through which visitors

can see the action of gas bubbling through the liquid.

A new addition to the lab is an all-glass distillation

tower tiirough which visitors can see the operatirm of

the bubble cap trays. The unit was installed early this

year and replaces a bronze, six-plate column which had

been used in the past to show how the various components

are separated.

Se\eral other displays will also be displayed in the

"Lnit Ops Lab." Among these will be a filtration exhibit

showing two types of industrial filters—a stirred tank

reactor used for both reaction kinetics and process dy-

namics studies and a drop evaporation experiment where

the rate of evaporation of a drop is measured and used

to compute a diffusion rate for water vapor through air.

A series of ilispla\s in another room will introduce

\isitors to a \ital segment of chemical production—meas-

urement and control. The displays shown here are the

instruments and controls necessar\- for the operation of a

chemical plant. These instruments are basic to the grow-

ing field of automation. Devices such as the optical py-

rometer, thermocouples, potentiometers, and recorder-

controllers will be shown and explained to the \ isitor.

Theoretical Research

L p to this point all of the displays mentioned have

been directly related to industrial operation. Two other

displays will show research projects which could ulti-

mately be used by industry, although thev were not de-

signed specificall)' for industrial application. Both experi-

ments were designed by senior students working with a

faculty advisor. One experiment deals with reactor de-

sign ; the student is attempting to vary the time during

which reactants in a stirred tank are in contact, by vary-

ing the location where the products are taken off. The
other experiment deals with the transition of flow pat-

terns in a water jet falling vertically from a nozzle. The
study is being made by measuring the diameter of the

jer as it falls and then correlating this data with analytical

equations.

Finally, the visitor can \iew .several movies dealing

with chemical engineering and also attend the highly en-

tertaining "Chem Magic Show."

In conclusion. I niversitv of Illinois chemical engi-

neering students realize the\ can show onI\- a small por-

tion of their v.ist field to visitors, but it is hoped that

this representative portion will demonstrate the acti\ ities

and challenges facing the modein clu-micj-.l engineer.4 4#
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At [!i[!_E;[[Mji you design systems that bring space down to earti

In research and development at IBM, engineers and sci-

entists are exploring new methods, materials, and ideas—

a new world of data processing tools and techniques to ex-

tend the reach of man's mind. In space, IBM miniaturized

computers will guide satellites into orbit, gather informa-

tion from the stars, store data, and relay it on command
back to earth. The IBM developments that make possible

these systems for broadening man's grasp of the universe

—and the new technologies that result from the applica-

tion of data processing systems—form a firm basis for fur-

ther progress in the development of information systems.

IBM is at work on applications of data processing co

cepts to meet the urgent need for effective informatioi

handling systems for gathering vast quantities of dat

assembling collected data, storage, and making vital ii

formation instantly accessible. For example, large-sea

computer systems have been developed for coordinatir

the coast-to-coast network of airline flight reservation

Other computer systems handle research calculatior

for nuclear and thermonuclear energy. For automat

bank check processing, systems read characters ir

printed on checks with magnetic ink.

^



a new world of concepts in data processing

With each new advance in the application of dataprocess-

ing. newwo rids of opportunity are opening up for engineers,

scientists, and programmers at IBM. The exploration of

data processing methods offers a range of stimulating

assignments in engineering, design, and development.

Projects now under way at IBM include: Automatic lan-

guage translation • Industrial process control • Long-range

weather prediction • Space-borne inertial guidance sys-

tems* Systems using plain language instructions and pro-

gramming for computers • Information retrieval systems

which locate document pages in seconds.

There's an immense challenge in developing new con-

cepts in data processing. At IBM you can build a reward-

ing future in fields such as: Physics • Chemistry • Mathe-
matics • the Engineering Sciences • Solid State Phe-
nomena • Systems Design • Circuitry and Logic Design.

The IBM advanced-education program provideis educa-

tional backing for earning graduate degrees in the field of

your choice. IBM, an Equal Opportunity Employer, offers a

full range of company-paid benefits. For further details

on career opportunities, write to Managerof Employment,

IBM Corp., Dept. 915, 590 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

-Hj:

\5^



Figure 1. Pictured above is a Log-Periodic Dipole Antenna. This type
antonna was invented and developed at the University of Illinois.

Electrica

Engineering

Electrical engineering, as we know
it today, is one of the youngest of the

engineering professions, having come
into existence only within the past fifty

years. Its growth, however, has been

phenomenal, and today the term "elec-

trical engineering" describes a field so

immense and diversified that it is being

applied not only in other phases of en-

gineering and science, but, with the ad-

vent of computers and data-processing

devices, in everyday business life.

Products of electrical engineering re-

search can be found in every phase of

life—even in the field of medicine. Here,
probably the best known contribution is

the heart-pacer, an electronic device

which automatically stimulates the heart

and which can be concealed on, if not

implanted in, the body.

Electrical engineering is based on the

science of electricity, which is one of

the youngest branches of physics. Al-

though the early Greeks knew of the

attractive properties of rubbed amber,

they could not explain them, and it was
not until the 15th and 16th centuries

that electricity and its properties really

began to be investigated. Within a span
of a few centuries the work of (jilbert,

Franklin, Volta, Coulomb, Galvani,

Faraday, Ohm, Ampere, and many
others had contributed to the creation of

the electrical engineering profession. In

the late 19th and early 20th century,

scientists, physicists and experimenters
such as Henry, Hertz, Edison, Fleming,

DeForest and Maxwell (a name fa-

miliar to all EE's) were discovering and
experimenting with the properties of

electricity and electro-magnetic waves.
In the past electrical engineering was

conveniently divided into two main cate-

gories—power and communications

—

classifications whicii are becoming in-

creasingly more difficult to follow.

The battery, developed by Volta, was
the main source of power until the

1870's when men like Faraday, Saxton

and Clark did extensive work on elec-

trical generators and motors. With the

development of the incandescent lamp
and d\namo by Eidson and the increas-

ing efficiency of generators and motors

spurred on by the work of Westing-
house and Tesla, the area of electric

power was becoming more and more ex-

tensive.

Paralleling the expansion of power
were the advances of Wheatstone,

]VIorse, Bell and others who were pi-

oneers in the area of information trans-

mission over wires while Hertz, Mar-
coni, Armstrong, and Zworykin investi-

gated "wireless" communications. The
first radio station began broadcasting in

1920 and the first television station be-

gan operation in 1941, although the

idea of electronic television was con-

ceived as early as 1908.

Since the first radio stations became
operative, there has been an ever-increas-

ing demand for greater information

carrying capabilities, which are rather

limited at the lower frequencies (kilo-

cycles). As a result, there has been a

continuous drive to extend the upper

limit of obtainable frequencies. At pres-

ent, the frequency range has been ex-

tended to the gigacycle range (lO^'c.p.s. )

and beyond with devices like klystrons,

magentrons and traveling wave tubes.

The optical spectra is being investigated

with quantum electronic discoveries such

as lasers (a contraction of light ampli-

fication by stimulated emission of radia-

tion).

In addition to the enormous expan-

sion of the two fundamental areas of

electrical engineering—power and com-

munications—ad\anced technology has

given birth to the new areas of medical

electronics, ultrasonics, quantum elec-

tronics, superconductivity, and cyber-

netics. With the increased interest in

space exploration have come new areas

such as radio astronomy, high speed

computers and memory systems, iono-

spheric and plasma physics, and of course

microminiaturization—all of which are

within the realm of electrical engineer-

ing.

These are but a few of the many
topics in electrical engineering which

have appeared in the last twenty years.

It is easy to see electrical engineering

has advanced rapidly since the days of

Galvani and his "frog's legs." To be

sure, electrical engineering has only be-

gun—as is true with all human knowl-

edge. A young student entering the pro-

fession can pick from scores of areas for

investigation—all fascinating and chal-

lenging.
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. .
TARGET OF OPPORJUNIJIES I LING TEMCO VOUGHT

Opportunity for professional advancement, on-tfie-job orientation and engineering cfiallenge . . . you'll find tfiis and more with LingTemco-
Vought. From the first you'll work with experienced technical personnel in an engineering climate that encourages imagination and spontaneity
And because LTV is one of the nation's most active participants in almost every phase of the challenging aerospace communications and
military electronics fields, you can determine the type of promising position which will contribute most to your professional growth Get
firsthand information on LTV's projects and products by picking up our brochure at your Placement Office. Then contact our College Relations
representative. Ask about the company's extensive resources, education assistance and liberal company benefits. Ask, too about Dallas -a
modern city noted for its warm, sunny climate. Then review LTV's ground-floor growth opportunities for graduates holding degrees in Aero-
nautical, Mechanical, Industrial, Electrical and Civil Engineering or Math, Physics and Metallurgy. For further information visit your Place-
ment Office or write College Relations Office, Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas 22, Texas. An equal opportunity employer

* ' »—

'

^-^r l-lfsiC3-T£f^CC} - >^ CU LJ G h-4 T I i\i C
Dallas Area Divisions: CHANCE VOUGHT CORP./TEMCO ELECTRONICS/TEMCO AEROSYSTEMS/CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
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FORGED ... to end field failures

This forging forms the critical stress-bearing

segment of the turnpost on which a rugged hy-

draulic loader rotates. It must withstand the sud-

den high-magnitude stresses transmitted by the

17-foot boom, even in the bitter cold of northern

winter logging operations. It replaced a less de-

pendable part that had caused costly breakdowns

in the field. By converting to forgings, the manu-
facturer ended turnpost failures.

Why did the designer look to forgings for

superior strength and reliability? Because forged

parts start with refined metals, uniform through-

out. By hot-working this superior stock between

precision dies in forging hammers or presses, the

structure of the metal is improved even further.

That's why forgings offer unique opportunities to

improve strength-weight ratios and reduce pro-

duction costs.

Forged parts withstand the landing impact of

jet aircraft, yet are light and strong. They help

restrain the tremendous temperatures and pres-

sures involved in modern missile technology; im-

prove the performance of vital automotive parts.

Forgings enhance the safety factor of our high-

speed world.

Research projects sponsored by the forging in-

dustry and its suppliers wUl increase even further

the ability of forgings to endure the extremes of

temperature and the greater stresses inherent in

the engineering challenges of tomorrow.

Be better informed about the advantages of

forged parts. Write for documented case studies

of forged parts converted, at a saving, from less

satisfactory higher cost processes. Address: Drop
Forging Association, Dept. E-2, 55 Public Square,

Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Fur more infoniiiition , sic our \-piuji\ full color advcrtiscmiiits in

these magazines: Machine Design, Design News, Steel, Ma-

terials Ix Design Engineering and Automotive Inihstries.

When it's a vital part,

design it to be

FQRdEE
J
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Metallurgical Engineering

As Metallurgical Engineering stu-

dents we again feel that we have one

of the most interesting displays to be

found at Engineering (^pen House. Our
displays range from such old standbys

as the rolling mill, the tempering ex-

hibit and the zinco alloy to last year's

third prize winner, the powder metal-

lurgy display. One of our other exhibits

in which we are sure you will be inter-

ested is the electron microscope used

to detect minute flaws and dislocations.

Metallurgy' at the University of Illi-

nois is a rather small department on the

undergraduate level although our grad-

uate program is large and highly regard-

ed throughout the country. Our class?s

are small and a very close association is

developed between faculty and students.

Examples of the intradepartment cama-
raderie are the facultv-student bowling
competition, softball game, and picnic as

well as the senior-junior basketball

game. Few other departments develop

this cooperation which is also evidenced

by large faculty turnouts at monthly
meetings of our student society { Min-
eral Industries Society).

The undergraduate student may elect

two options, research or production.

Most students elect the production op-

tion choosing to take a large core of

metallurgy- courses in preparation for

industry. Many later go on for ad-

vanced degrees. The research option re-

quires more math and physics and de-

mands graduate study in preparation

for a career in research. It is interest-

ing to note that about twice as many

metallurgy students (by percentage) go
on to graduate study as do students in

other fields of engineering.

The reason for this is that the pri-

mary interest of the metallurgist is in

materials rather than in machines. This
implies a basic knowledge of the ma-
terials themselves as well as their prop-

erties and uses.

Some typical problems a metallurgist

nught face include: operation of a tur-

bine at higher pressures and tempera-

tures, design of a nuclear power station,

development of new alloys, or seeking

a commercial use for a new material.

V^isit the Met. Lab., ask the students

what they enjoy about metallurgy, and

enjo\' the exhibits thev have set up for

vou.'

Students in Metallurgical Engineering ere required to fake several laboratory courses. Several students are

shown doing metallographic work in one of the metollu rgical laboratories.
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The diversification of eiigineerinsj;

processes keynotes the Mechanical En-

gineering Department's program. The
curriculum provides training in the basic

courses of science, mathematics, design,

energy conversion, and engineering fun-

damentals, while providing the student

with an acceptable background in the

social sciences and humanities. Techni-

cal electives during the junior and sen-

ior years permit students to apph' previ-

ously learned fundamentals to the area

in which he is most interested—heat

and power, machine design, production,

research, or air-conditioning and refrig-

eration.

Displays and Facilities

By presenting the theories and prac-

tices of the generation, transmission, and

utilization of energy as well as the basic

design of machine elements, the Me-
chanical Engineering student displays at

the 1963 Open House will utilize the

modern educational facilities available

. . . ranging from the operation of power
equipment in the M. E. Lab to the

solution of design problems on a Heath-
kit Analog Computer. Inchuled with

the mechanical engineering displavs will

be displays by Industrial Engineering

students showing product and process

planning, work methods and measure-

ments, and the coordination of these ac-

tivities with plant layout and material

flow.

The facilities offered for luidergradu-

ate study can be shown best by briefly

outlining the equipment displayed in

this year's Open House.

Of prime interest in the Mechanical
Engineering Laboratory will be the

utilization of steam generated at the

university-owned Abbott Power Plant.

This steam will drive a variety of prime

movers such as General Electric tur-

bines and (for the last time) the Allis-

Chalmers steam engine, which provided

electricity at the St. Louis Exposition of

1903. Also in operation will be the

Ci. E. Educational Power Plant, which
contains a turbo-generator unit simulat-

ing the actual operation of a convention-

al steam generating power plant. Other
imits on display will include air com-
pressors, pumps, air-conditioning equip-

ment, thermoelectric cooler-generator,

and the operation of a Freon-12 refrig-

eration cycle.

The Internal Combustion Laboratory

will demonstrate engine testing and dif-

ferent modes of Internal Combustion
engine operation. In operation will be

four multi-cylinder engines, including

the Falcon, Valiant, and Caterpillar

Diesel. Also in operation will be the

single cylinder, variable compression

ratio, Co-ordinated Fuel Research en-

gine used in universities and fuel re-

search centers throughout the country.

Experimental fuel ignition apparatus.

Mechanical and Industrial

Engineering

including one of the two adiabatic com-

pression machines in operation in the

world today, will also be on display.

The Foundry exhibit will depict a

typical foundry in actual operation. In-

cluded in these processes will be mold-

ing, core making and baking, melting,

pouring, and production finishing proc-

esses. Visitors touring the foundry on

Friday will see iron castings poured

from the cupola, and those on Saturday

will see aluminum poured and cast from

gas-fired kilns.

In showing the design aspect of the

mechanical engineering profession, de-

partmental displays involving basic ma-
chine elements such as gears, clutches,

transmission shafts, cams, and bearings,

will be run in conj miction with the

Heathkit Analog Computer.
Exhibits in the machine shop, weld-

ing, and heat treatment labs complete

the general survey of the facilities avail-

able. The operation of such machines as

lathes and gear turning machines will

be demonstrated in the machine shop.

Displays of tools and different metal

chip formations will also be on exhibit

including the traditional demonstration

of drilling square and hexagonal holes.

In the welding lab, demonstrations of

flame cutting, flame welding, arc weld-

ing, resistance welding, friction welding,

and metal spraying will be shown.

The heat treatment lab will show
such tests as those for hardenability and

ductility, and others necessary to ade-

quately specify metal properties. Crystal-

line structures will be observed through

microscopes and compared with theoreti-

cal lattice structures. The program will

be rounded out by a general tour of the

lab noting metal research facilities avail-

able.

Figure 1. As part of the practical application of the theory taught in the

classroom, several Mechanical end Industrial engineering students are

shov\'n running tests on the adiabatic compression machine in the Internal

Combustion Engine Laboratory,
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Opportunities at DuPont for technical graduates -fourth of a series

WHY DU PONT NEEDS TECHNICAL MEN

Right now Du Pont needs many new mechanical, electri-

cal, civil, chemical, instrumentation, industrial and sys-

tems engineers, along with chemists, physicists and

mathematicians.

The reason why is very simple: Du Pont manufactures

and sells more than 1200 products. And new ones are

being developed every day.

Take DYCRIL® Photopolymer Printing Plates, pictured

above. We started producing them in 1961. But we had

been working on them since 1948. Between these two

dates we spent $10 million on research and development.

Hundreds of top-flight technical men spent thousands of

hours making DYCRIL commercially acceptable.

And with DYCRIL, as with all of our products, it will

take a continuing flow of man-hours to make sure that it

is manufactured in sufficient quantity— and of optimum

quality— to satisfy growing customer demand.

You can see that, with hundreds of diverse products

being produced in many plants across the nation, tech-

nical men — many of whom were in college, like yourself,

just a few years ago-shoulder big responsibilities.

If you're a technical man, and a challenging future

in industry appeals to you, write us. Use our coupon.

You'll receive information about employment opportuni-

ties at Du Pont, and, if you like, about DYCRIL Photo-

polymer Printing Plates.

:o

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHBMISTRY

An equal opportunity employer

I 1

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)

Nemours Building, Room 2531-3, Wilmington 98, Delaware

Please send me the literature indicated below.

n Du Pont and the College Graduate

Z2 Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont

C Engineers at Du Pont

Chemical Engineers at Du Pont

n Information about DYCRIL

Name

Class

Colleee



Presently there are sixty students en-

rolled ill the undergraduate Engineer-

ing Mechanics program. With a pro-

fessorial staff of thirty-three and a grad-

uate school of seventy students, the un-

dergraduate is assured a rich environ-

ment for study and individual attention

by the faculty.

Engineering IVIechanics is a rigorous

curriculum stressing the fundamentals

of physics, mathematics, and engineer-

ing science. The program is designed to

give students an extensive theoretical

background to aiii him in future re-

search and developmental work. Several

E. M. students obtain valuable research

experience working as assistants in the

various laboratories of Talbot Labora-

tory.

During his senior year each student

is required to do a research project em-
phasizing the synthesis of subject mat-

ter covered in dynamics, mechanics of

materials, nature and properties of ma-
terials, fluid mechanics, electricity and

magnetism and heat transfer. This re-

search course, T. A. M. 294, teaches

students the proper approach to a practi-

cal problem and the limitations of theory

in solving such a problem. The course is

given particular emphasis by the de-

partment and the best possible super-

vision and facilities are offered. Subjects

studied last year included "Cyclic De-
formation and Rolling Resistance of

Perfect Plastic Spheres," "Effect of

Plate Thickness on the Stresses in the

Plane of a Crack," "A Study of Dislo-

cation Patterns Near a Cleavage Crack
in Tithium Fluoride at Low Tempera-
tures," "Cycle Dependent Creep,"

"Forced Vibrations of a One-Dimen-
sional Non-Linear Magnetic Spring,"

and "Effect of Launcher Stiffness on

Missile-Launcher Response."

The high school student is often du-

bious as to what an engineer is and
what he does. To become an engineer

one must first understand certain princi-

ples of science and mathematics and
their applications to a particular field.

For example, in the field of vibiations

the student must first obtain an under-

standing of differential equations. Such
a course provides the student with
mathematics capable of describing vibra-

tory motion ; the situation is somewhat
analogCRis to the solution of word prob-

lems by high school algebra. After

studying differential equations, the stu-

dent is prepared for a course in the spe-

cific application of the equations to vi-

bratory bodies, mainly to idealized

models such as simple springs. This
knowledge is the first element of becom-
ing an enigneer.

Applications to actual situations are

the remaining necessities. Perhaps the

trained engineer will be asked to design

shock absorbers to dampen vehicle vibra-

Engineering

Mechanics

tions, such as those resulting from hit-

ting a bump in the road. The engineer

will find that he cannot describe exact-

ly the spring effects with the mathe-

matics available to him. He must men-
tally simplify the situation and make an

idealized model which closely approxi-

mates the actual situation. From this

model he can derive his solution. The
judgement required in the adapting of

an idealized model is one reason why
engineering is often referred to as an

art.

What an engineer does is most cer-

tainly not limited to the stud\' of fluids,

dynamics, plasticity, elasticity, photo-

elasticitv, and material behavior. These

fields are all somewhat inter-related,

and the student is given an introduction

to each. Upon achie\ ing his B. S., the

graduate is quite prepared to enter in-

dustry. Recent graduates are now at

firms such as North American, Allison,

McDonald, Boeing, Douglas, Bell Lab-

oratories, General Electric, ACF Indus-

try, and IB\L to mention only a few.

\Liny students, however, prefer to en-

ter graduate school for specialization in

a particular field.

Prospective students seeking more in-

formation about the Engineering Me-
chanics curriculum are encouraged to

w-rite: 212 Talbot Laboratory, Cham-
paign, Illinois.

Figure 1. A graduate student is examining the failure in a reinforced con-

crete specimen. The specimen was loaded by the partly visible machine,
which can exert 3,000,000 pounds of compression or expansion.
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Figure 1. Research staff in the Ceramic Engineering High
Temperature Technology laboratory assemble an induction-
heated cell used for thermal conductivity, ablation trans-

piration and diffusion studies of aerospace materials to

as high as 5000 degrees F.

Ceramics

Engineering

Ceramic Engineering is at once the

oldest and the newest of the engineer-

ing sciences. For, while it began with

the ancient discovery that, through fire,

clay could be used to make durable and
useful containers, it has expanded to

such an extent that now it is literally

leading the world into tomorrow by

providing such vital products as the

nose cones of space vehicles and the

Iiiels for nuclear reactors.

But just what are ceramic materials

and what is ceramic engineering? In a

very broad sense, ceramic materials are

those inorganic, non-metallic materials

which are subjected to elevated temper-

atures during either their processing or

end use. And, in general, ceramic engi-

neering is simply the scientific adaption

and processing of these materials to

serve a practical purpose.

Some Things to See in Ceramic
Engineering During The
Weekend

Many of the applications mentioned
above and many others will be illus-

trated by exhibits in the Department of

Ceramic Engineering during the Sci-

ence and Engineering Weekend May
10 and 11. Please make it a point to

include a stop in our department in

your weekend plans—we promise that

what you see will be of interest. But
just what are some of the exhibits you
will find in Ceramic Engineering? A
few of the displays are described be-

low.

The compressive strength of cer-

amics is strikingly illustrated by one

demonstration which many people (in-

cluding ceramic engineers) find hard to
" believe. An ordinary commercial spark

plug insulator is placed on an ^8 ''ich

thick steel plate and h\draulically load-

ed. Soon the unharmed tip of the in-

sulator is seen protruding through the

plate through the hole it has punched.
This is one demonstration you have to

see to believe—and even then you may
have doubts.

Another display shows the application

of glass to the new field of fiber optics.

Specially processed glass fibers are col-

lected together in a flexible bundle
which transmits light even though the

bundle is bent around corners, looped,

or even tied in knots. Still other fiber

optic devices not only transmit light,

but clear and undistorted images as well.

Although we don't recommend using

them to read a newspaper, it can be

done.

A more theoretical but equally inter-

esting exhibit illustrates the effect of

heating a ferroelectric ceramic material

beyond a certain temperature, known as

its Curie temperature. You will be able

to bring a crystal of barium titanate

to this critical temperature and, by

means of a special microscope, actually

see the effects of the complete rearrange-

ment of the atoms within the structure

of the crystal.

But perhaps your interests lie with

the industrial applications of theoretical

concepts. If such is the case, other dis-

plays will attract you. (^ne of these

is a model of a plant for the porcelain

enameling of sheet steel, which shows
how many common products are manu-
factured—including the kitchen sink.

Or perhaps you would like to see how
the crown of a steel-making open hearth

furnace is made, or the various ways of

measuring and controlling temperatures

high enough to melt or \aporize most

materials.

If \ou are a "do-it-yourself" person,

you may want to actually measure the

temperature of a kiln operating at tem-
peratures over a dozen times that of

boiling water or produce a high voltage

spark by squeezing a ceramic crystal.

These are just a few of the many
things to see and do in the Department
of Ceramic Engineering during Science

and Engineering Weekend. Whether
you are a high school student deciding

on a field of study or a casual observer,

we guarantee that you will enjoy your
visit to our department.

What Does Ceramic Engineering
Mean to Me?
From the time you fill your bowl

with breakfast cereal to the time you
switch off the light at night, you are

surrounded by ceramic products and
products made possible only by ceramics.

(Continued on Page 51, Col. 1

)

Figure 2. High temperature micro-

scope used in Ceramic Engineering
Department to study changes in

microstructure of materials during

heating to high temperatures.
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SEND FOR THIS FREE AC OPPORTUNITIES BROCHURE

Probofaly no concept hai «<re' tautatt a greater ttir in ih«

induilrial wctid tKon tioi reliability. And rwwh«fo hot re-

liability bwn oftwded a hrghf piionly thor ot AC Spofk

••otl OivMton. Th* Inertiol Ouickint* Syilemi ckvgrved ond

"•»rf oi AC oTfl ux-d in Iho f»*o»i powerful ond

i
_

-• r<«i toritfli.ed To oiiun Ihoi eocn

^: <V . .
- '»» intefidod funtlion ol the

ar^^^

Caroois in
Reliability

Caroovs In

^ Manufacuuin^

":«

SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS-GIVE YOUR FUTURE A FINAL EXAM
Put AC to the test, and you'll come up with the right

answer to your future. AC Spark Plug, the Electronics

Division of General Motors, is one of the leaders in the

field of design, development and production of inertia!

Guidance and Navigation Systems. Current projects

include the APOLLO Navigation-Guidance System, TITAN
II and THOR Inertial Guidance Systems, B-52 (C&D)
Bombing Navigational System, POLARIS gyros and
accelerometers.

Challenging projects are available in Milwaukee, Los

Angeles and Boston for MS and PhD candidates with

interests and academic backgrounds in the inertial

guidance-navigation field.

Milwaukee— BSEE, ME, or Physics and Math graduates
joining AC are offered a 32-week Career Acceleration

Program which moves them rapidly into an actively

productive position. The two-phase program consists of:

PHASE I . . . Eight weeks of formal engineering classes in

the areas of: Servo-Mechanisms • Semi-Conductor
Technology • Theory of Inertial Guidance • Related

Inertial Navigation Topics.

PHASE II . . . Actual work in the organization's three main
technical areas: Engineering • Reliability • Operations.

Following this training period you will be reassigned to

AC SPARK PLUG ^ THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

MILWAUKEE • LOS ANGELES . BOSTON • FLINT . An Equol Opporturuly Employtr

your original department in Design, Development, Manu-
facturing or Reliability.

Boston—Advanced Concepts Research and Develop-

ment On-the-Job Training Program—AC'S Boston Lab-

oratory is engaged in development of navigational

systems for manned aircraft, ballistic missiles, and
space vehicles.

Los Angeles—Advanced Concepts Research and Devel-

opment On-the-Job Training Program—AC'S Los Angeles

Laboratory is occupied with advanced guidance research

for space vehicles and ballistic missiles, plus research in

special purpose digital computers.

CONTACT your College Placement Officer regarding a

General Motors-AC campus interview, and send
for the informative brochure, "At AC, Navigation is Our

Business."

For your Free copy of "AT AC, NAVIGATION
IS OUR BUSINESS" fill out coupon and send to:

Hflr. G. F. Raascti

Dept. 5753, AC Spark Plug Division

rflilwaukee 1, Wisconsin

NAME

STREET
,

CITY AND STATE

SCHOOL .

DEGREE
.

AVAILABILITY DATE_
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Life sciences study effects of long range space travel

The life sciences group at Tlie (Jarrett Corporation is con-

cerned w ith the reaction of living organisms to their environ-

ment, and the devi'lo|)nient of environmental systems to

su])])ort such organisms.

Intensive investigation is now being conducted at Garrett

in all major areas of the life sciences— microbiology, neuro-

physiology, psychology, biochemistry, biophysics and related

areas— to study the relationships of man to his environment
in extended sjjace travel. These studies vary in scope from
determinins the effects of near vacuum conditions on labora-

tory subjects o\er long period> ol time, to di-liniti\ely eval-

uating the effects of re-entry acceleration on human beings.

(iarrelt also designs. de\elops and manufactures environ-

miiital control sv>tems for this countrvs major manned
siiacellight program^. in( luding Project Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo.

For information about other interesting projects and the

many career op|)ortimities uilh The Garrett Corporation,

write to Mr. G. D. ISradltv in Los .Angeles. Garrett is an

eipial o|)|)ortunity employer.

THE GARRETT CORPORATION • AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions • Los Angeles 9,

California • Phoenix. Arizona • other divisions and subsidiaries: Alrsupply-Aero Engineer-

ing • AiResearch Aviation Service • Garrett Supply • Air Cruisers • AiResearch Industrial

• Garrett Manufacturing Limited • Garrett International S. A. • Garrett (Japan) Limited
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Architecture

A career in architecture offers an

enormous range of professional activity,

from the design and construction of in-

dividual buildings to large scale plan-

ning and design of cities. Since the

dawn of civilization, man has sought a

spiritual satisfaction in the molding of

his environment beyond the solution of

practical problems of protection from

the elements and the arrangement of

spaces to accommodate the many differ-

ent functions of living and working.

For this reason the architect has always

been thought of as both an artist and

a master of building technology. In fact

the word architect, from Greek, (archi

=^ highest, tect = master technician)

implies a responsibility for both the

beauty and practicability of buildings,

either as isolated structures or in the

total design of communities.

In addition to a wide variety of build-

ing sizes and groupings as well as a

variety of functional types, such as

schools, churches and houses, a career

in architecture presents choices as to

specialization in architectural design,

structural design, production of work-
ing drawings and specifications, super-

vision of construction, architectural re-

search, manufacturing of building prod-

ucts and many other aspects of the

broad disciplines of man-made environ-

ment. Opportunities for the practice of

architecture are wider than ever before

in all types of offices, from one-man con-

sulting services to very large firms of

several hundred. Of course it is in the

larger firms that most of the newly de-

veloping activity in urban renewal is

found, but many small offices continue

to prosper in an atmosphere of very per-

sonal service to individual clients.

There is every indication that the

future role of the architect will be of

even greater breadth of scope, keeping

pace with immense increases in popula-

tion and the resulting need for techno-

logical ad\ance. There is, as well, even'

reason to believe that society, through

better education, will demand designs of

higher quality and greater beauty, espe-

cially in relation to the city as a whole.

Architectural education, at the Uni-
versity of Illinois as well as in most
other major universities throughout the

world, is geared to these present and
future needs of the architectural profes-

sion. The two-fold requirement of broad

cultural background and high technical

competency is met by a five-year curri-

culum leading to a Bachelor of Archi-

tecture Degree in which emphasis shifts

from basic studies in mathematics, draw-
ing, visual fundamentals, physics and

mechanics to greater concentration in

various architectural disciples of design,

history, construction, and structural

theory.

Beyond the B. Arch. Degree, young
architects must work for three years in

a registered architect's office before they

may take the State Board Examination

for a license to practice architecture.

Many continue advanced studies in

graduate schools in which the programs

lead to greater competency in definitive

design, urban design, advanced studies

in history, construction, and structural

theory. There is a strong trend to in-

crease the number of years of architec-

tural education in response to the mount-
ing pressure to know and understand

the new resources of materials and tech-

nology that are constantly developing

and to meet services that are expected of

the architect.

All of tliis combines to lend more
comprehensive an aura of excitement

and opportunity to architectural practice

that is most gratifying in its personal

satisfaction as well as in its contribution

to human progress.

Figure 1. A career in Architecture offers an opportunity to design individual buildings as well as groups of

buildings. As depicted by these pictures, architects are answering the public's demand for better quality and
more beauty in the man-made physical aspects of their environment.
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Ceramics . . .

(Ciintlniml In, in Pdi/r 47)

The dishes in your cupboanl, the sink

ill which you wash them, .-ukI tlic h'ght

bulb and the insulators in its switch

and socket are all ceramic materials.

Tliese are rather obvious, but did you
realize that the sidewalk in front of

your house, the hundreds of tubes, ca-

pacitors, resistors, and magnets in your
TV^ set are also ceramic products? Or
that your car wouldn't run if it weren't

for its ceramic insulated spark plugs?

In fact, if it were not for a certain class

of ceramic materials called refractories

you wouldn't even have a car since your
car and all other steel articles begin as a

pool of molten metal in refractory con-

tainers. And yet this is just one aspect

of the vast field of ceramic engineering.

The field includes all products made
of glass, which range from ordinary

window glass and fiber glass curtains to

certain special types of glasses used as

the radomes on guided missiles and flex-

ible glass rods which permit doctors to

actually see and examine the internal

organs of a patient without surger\-.

Other ceramic products ha\e such lowly

but important functions as carrying sew-

age from your home, while still others

act as heat shields to insure that \ehicles

may return safely from space. A com-
plete list of the applications of ceramics

would he \irtually endless.

A Career in Ceramic Engineering
.Now tiiat you have an idea of the

many ramifications of ceramic engineer-

ing you may wonder w^hat sort of work
is done by ceramic engineers. As you
may suspect from the diversity and sig-

nificance of their field, ceramic engi-

neers are sought by a wide variety of

industries. Of course they are in de-

mand for the operation and manage-
ment of companies dealing exclusi\ely

with ceramics, such as glass, refractories,

vvhitewares, porcelain enamels, elec-

tronic materials, and the like. How-
ever, just as great a need for ceramic

engineers exists in such fields the steel,

aerospace, electronic, and nuclear power
industries as well as most technical gov-

ernmental agencies and a host of other

areas through which ceramic engineering

directly contributes to the ahaiicement
of our technological society.

If this short article concerning a field

lit engineering you may not be familiar

with has aroused your curiosity, please

make it a special point to stop by our
displays and meet our students and staff.

^ iiu will find exhibits and demonstra-
tions illustrating some of the courses in

CCiamic Engineering and many people

willing to answer your questions and
iliscuss your plans with yo\i at our in-

t'lrmation center. We in the Depart-
iiicTit of Ceramic Engineering are look-

ing forward to seeing you during Sci-

riue and Engineering Weekend.

Key Programs at

NORDEN
keep your career in motion

Norden's advanced programs give you

a genuine "ground floor" opportunity

• NORDEN • ^^H to develop your talents, and to help

bring projects like these to successful

completion:

Molecular Circuitry

Norden has developed integrated

crystals which functionally replace

conventional circuits. The crystal

held in the tweezers performs the

same function as the larger and
earlier miniaturized components
shown here.

Inertia! Platform

Norden's inertial platform is the

heart of inertial navigation sys-

tems for missiles, space vehicles,

surface vessels, aircraft and sub-

marines. It measures only 8" x

10", weighs 20 pounds and main-

tains vehicle stability regardless

of heading, pitch or roll.

Contact Analog

Norden's contact analog display

provides key parameters for sub-

marines, aircraft and manned
space vehicles. This system utilizes

advanced television and computer
techniques developed by Norden.

Analog Digital Converters

Norden has engineered more than

60 types of analog digital con-

verters for military and industrial

use. Shown here is Norden's
MICROGON digital encoder which

can measure the angle subtended

by a ping pong ball at a distance

of six miles.

Our new multimillion-dollar facilities

make available the laboratories and

equipment you'll need.

Norden also offers excellent graduate

study programs. And living conditions

in Fairfield County are most enjoyable.

If you're an electrical engineer or

physicist, and will graduate in January

or June, contact your College Place-

ment Officer or write to Mr. James E.

Fitzgerald, Technical Employment Man-

ager, Norden.

\^

Norden U
) AIRCF

P
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

NORWALK. CONNECTfCUT

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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DEEP SEA

DIVERS

TO

"^ ' SPACEMEN
ff^5^

{

DIVERSITY—U. S. Rubber makes 33.000 products in 1,200 lines that are used by almost

everybody, from deep sea divers to spacemen. In our 22 divisional laboratories

br in our Central Research Center, there is a challenge for almost any technical

icf engineering specialty.

LEADERSHIP—Our research sets the pace for the industry. More than 100 years ago,

U. S. Rubber made the first manufactured vulcanized rubber product; more than

60 years ago, the first pneumatic automobile tire; more than 40 years ago, the first

research on synthetic rubber. Today we contribute our resources and skills to

atomic research, to oceanography, to the latest design in space stations, to hundreds

of other exciting projects.

VITALITY—U. S. Rubber uses to the fullest the professional skills of its 2,000 engineers

and research personnel, encourages individual responsibility in an atmosphere of

freedom. Our research and development people, in the last five years, have obtained

457 patents, more than our two largest competitors combined.

OPPORTUNITY—U. S. Rubber recognizes the importance of our technical staff, knows
that the answer to tomorrow's problems is already in the minds of its engineers today.

"U.S." rewards individual contributions. Many in our top management started as

engineers or technicians with the company. The president of U. S. Rubber is a chemical

engineer, several vice presidents hold engineering or technical degrees.

STABILITY—U. S. Rubber is one of America's 50 largest industrial companies, with

more than 119 years of industrial experience, operating 74 plants at home and abroad.

We are a polymer industry with less than half our business in tire manufacturing.

U. S. Rubber is one of the nation's largest textile manufacturers and leading chemical

producers. "U.S." provides good working conditions for more than 40,000

employees in the United States, another 30,000 abroad.

Inquire about a career with "U.S." Our recruiters will be visiting your campus soon.

Sign up for an interview at your Placement Office.

United States Rubber

An Equal Opporfunity Employer
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CIVIL ENGINEERS:
Prepare for your future in highway

engineering — get the facts about new
DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement

Modern pavement engineering has taken a "giant step

forwai-d" with Deep-Stkencth Asjjhait construction for new
roads and streets. There is a growing need for engineers

with a soUd background in the fundamentals of Asphalt
technology and pavement construction as new Inter-

state and other superhighways in all parts of the

country are being built with advanced design

Deep-Strength Asphalt pavement.

Your contribution—and reward— in our nation's

vast road-building program can depend on your
knowledge of modern Asphalt technology. So
prepare for your future now. Write us today

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, CoUege Park. Maryland

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Md.

Gentlemen: Please send me your free student

library on Asphalt Construction and Technology.

NAMF



TECHNOQUIPS

CE: The folks in the next apartment

must have had one heck of a blowout

last night. They bellowed and pounded

on the walls vuitil 3 a.m.

EE : Did they keep you awake ?

CE: No, I was up anyhow, practicing

on my drums.

A truck driver stopped beside stalled

Volkswagen on highway: "What's the

matter buddy—need a new flint?"

Mother: "Well, son, what liave you

been doing all day?"

Son: "Shooting craps, mother."

Mother: "That must stop. Those lit-

tle things have as much right to live as

vou.
* * *

When a man sits with a pretty girl

for an hour, it seems like a nu'nute. But

let him sit on a hot stove for a minute

—

and its longer than an hour. That's

relativity. —Albert Einstein

"Hey Dad, I'm home from school

again."

"What the devil did you do this

time?"

"I graduated."

"Lips that touch liquor shall never

touch mine."

"Your lips?"

"No, my liquor."
^ ^. *

* * *

Sign on bidletin board in front of

church in small Wyoming town:
Subject for this Sunday: "Do 5'ou

know what hell is? Come and hear our

new organist."
* •* *

Found on a fall registration card of

a freshman engineering student: Name
of Parents—Mommy and Daddy.

* *" *

He was a rather undersized freshman

at his first college dance, but despite his

smallness and bashfulness, he was sure

of himself in his own way. He walked
over to a beautiful and over-sophisti-

cated girl and said, "Pardon me. Miss,

but may I have this dance?"

She looked down at his small size

and lack of fraternity pin and replied,

"I'm sorry, but I never dance with a

child!"

The freshman bowed deeply and said,

"Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't know your

condition."

Mother: My son is home from col-

lege.

Neighbor: How do you know?
Mother: I haven't had a letter from

him in three weeks, and the car is gone.

il;- -* *

Coed: "Don't you kiss me again, you

naughty boy."

M.E. : "I won't. I'm just trying to

find out who has the gin at this party.

* * *

"Ah wins."

"What you got?"

"Three aces."

"No you don't. Ah wins."

"What you got?"

"Two eight's and a razor."

"You sho do. How come vou is so

lucky?"

* * *

A small, quiet CE. ended his phone

call, hiuig up, and then smiled as his

dime came back into the slot. Immedi-
ately, the telephone rang.

"Are you the man who just made this

call?" the operator asked.

"Yes," he said.

"I returned your dime, by mistake.

Will you please redeposit it?"

"Sorry," the man said in a typical

telephone operator's monotone. "I can-

not do this. But if you send me your

name and address, I will be glad to send

you the dime in stamps."
* * *

The Army reports that its new radar

is so sensitive, it can pick up a tank at

a distance of ten miles and can identify

an enemy soldier three miles away. That
is not all. A good operator can tell

whether the enemy is male or female.

It seems that the hip movement of a

woman causes distinctive blips. The
question is how are you going to keep

the operator's mind on tanks and troops

when a hip blip weaves across the screen.

* ^:- ^

An instructor asked a new M.E. the

purpose of a bolt with a left-handed

thread and got this bewildering reply:

"A bolt with a left-handed thread is

a bolt which the tighter it's screwed the

looser it gets."

« » *

Ag.E. : "I dreamed of vou last night."

Coed: (coldly) "Really!"

Ag.E.: "Yes, then I woke up, shut

the window, and put on an extra blan-

ket."

Civil Engineering . . .

( (Uinlinin d from piit/c 35)
\

at the University luider a National Sci-il

ence Foiuidation grant. These grants

allow undergraduate students to enter

actively into research work in coopera- ''

tion with staff members, and at the

same time help finance their education. 1'

Often, college credit is given for thisij

work.
I

Perhaps more than any other type of 1

ci\il engineer, the Sanitary engineer is

being crowded by the expanding popu-

lation of the United States. In addition 1

to the over-taxed existing, often old, i

water distribution and sewage disposal 1

systems, new problems of atomic wastes, <

stream polution and air polution are be-'

coming common.
Civil engineering is indeed a wide and 1

di\ersified field. However, it is this di-

1

versification that should make civil en-

1

gineering attractive to prospective engi-

1

neers. Regardless of the project, its geo-

graphical location, or its application, 1

some part of civil engineering is likely to '

be needed for its completion.

Often it is the case that entering
i

freshmen feel that they would like to be <

an engineer. Generally their capabilities ^1

and interest in math and science have

created this feeling. But when confront-

ed with the decision to name a particu-

lar field the student in general has no

real backgroimd to base this decision t

upon. There are exceptions of course '

but in most cases the decision is made
on what they thmi they would like.

When making this decision, there are

two reasons why civil engineering may \

be appealing. The first is the wide scope <

of civil engineering in general. As stated

before, almost in any engineering proj-

ect, civil engineers will be involved at il

some point. Secondly the new curricula

offered by the civil engineering depart-

ment allows one to gain a basic back-

ground in engineering and then choose

a specialization or area. This specializa-

tion may be in civil engineering or in

some other engineering field in which I

the student has become interested.

The displays and exhibits of the Civil

Engineering Department are presented (

in hopes that the visitors to Open House 1

will gain an insight into the wide scope (

of civil engineering and will offer a
'

prospective student an idea of what a

career in civil engineering will encom-

pass. In addition, we at Open House 1

hope that visitors will make use of the

counseling services provided.

Men are available at each exhibit spe-

cifically to answer your questions and

if any question does arise about the ex-

liibit, be sure to inquire further. It is

hoped your visit to Open House is

pleasant and that we of the Ci\il Engi-

neering Department may be of service

to you. '
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Science- Engineering Weekend

Timetable

Friday, May 10, 1963

7:00 a.m.

8 :00 a.m.

9 :00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

10:13 a.m.

Noon

1 :00 p.m.

2 :UII p.m.

2:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

mini I iiion Buililing opens

*Science - Engineering Weekend Bus for

visitors begins ser\ice with buses at five-min-

ute intervals

Science - Engineering Information Center

opens — Phone 333-1867 — Illini Union
Building

JETS Exposition Commences—Illini I nion

Ballroom

Engineering Open House (EOH) com-

mences — all engineering campus Exhibits

and Information Centers are open through-

out all the Engineering and Architecture

Buildings

Gemini Capsule Launch to Landing Se-

quence Film e\erv half hour at the Naval

ROTC exhibit

Stress test of Concrete Cylinder with 3 mil-

lion pounds of force — Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics Department—Talbot Lab-
oratory — Hourly after 10:0(.) a.m.. with

the exception of noon and 5 :00 p.m.

Distribution of tickets for 2:30 special tours

of science departments not participating

in Open House begins at Assembly Hall.

(West entrance)

IJAS Exhibits opened to public

Veterinary ^Vledicine Open House ( Vete-

vue ) commences

JETS JLidging commences
Building

mini L^nion

6:30 p.m.

IJAS special tours (See 10:15 listing above)

Award certificates distributed for IJAS
projects — Assembly Hall

Distribution of special awards by E.C.I.C.

of the American Meteorological Society —
Assembly Hall

IJAS exhibit ends.

IJAS banquet — Illini Room, Illini Union
—closed to public

(See leaflet distributed

9:00 p.m. JETS closes until 9:00 a.m. Saturday

Vetevue closes until 9:00 a.m. Saturday

IJAS social and mixer—Illini L^nion Build-

ing

10:00 p.m. EOH closes until 9:00 a.m. Saturday

Science - Engineering Information Center

closes until 8:00 a.m. Saturday

1(1:30 p.m. 'Science - Engineering Weekend Bus service

ends for the day

Midnight Illini L nion Building closes

Saturday, May 1 1, 1963

7:00 a.m. Illiiu L nion Building opens

8 :()0 a.m. Science - Engineering Information Center

opens — Phone 333-1867 — Illini L^nion

Building

"*Science -Engineering Weekend Bus serv-

ice commences

9 :00 a.m. I JAS paper session commences — Gregory
Hall

H'^TS paper session commences — 314 Alt-

geld Hall

JETS exhibits open to public — Illini L^nion

Building

Vetevue commences

EOH commences

11:30 a.m. IJAS Special Awards Assembly — Gregory

Hall Auditorium

12:00 noon JETS awards luncheon — Illini Room,
Illini L^nion Building — closed to public

5:00 p.m. EOH ends

J ETS ends

Vetevue ends

Science - Engineering Information Center

closes

6:00p.m. "Science - Engineering Weekend Bus service

ends

Midnight Illini L'nion Building closes

on campus for revised timetable

)
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Kodak beyond the snapshot...

The powder is vitamin E. Vitamin E is essential to human life. Also to poultry and livestock. This much is

enough for about 200 multivitamin tablets. We make so much of it for the pharmaceutical manufacturers

that the operation long ago entered the domain of chemical engineering.

It's an especially interesting kind of chemical engineering, related to the kind we have been developing over

the years in our basic business of manufacturing photographic materials.

Vitamin E is in no w/ay a byproduct of photographic manufacturing. Only the engineering skills behind it are

a byproduct. They come out of the maddeningly sensitive nature of sensitized film and paper. Now/ they are

available for the thousands of other fascinating things we make besides vitamin E.

We need more chemical engineers to indoctrinate in our ways. The snapshot business is excellent, but

photography has gone far beyond the snapshot and we have gone far beyond photography. Please drop us

a note asking for an explanation of what all this has to do with you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • Business & Technical Personnel Department

ROCHESTER 4, N.Y. We are an equal-opportunity employer.



An Interview

with G.E.'s

H. B. Miller,

Vice President,

Manufacturing

Services

Halbert B. Miller has managerial
responsibility for General Electric's

Manufacturing Services. This re-

sponsibility includes performing serv-

ices work for the Company in the

areas of manufacturing engineering;

manufacturing operations and or-

ganization; quality control; person-

nel development; education, train-

ing and communications; materials

management; purchasing and sys-

tems as well as the Real Estate and
Construction Operation. Mr. Miller

holds a degree in mechanical engi-

neering and began his General
Electric career as a student engi-

neer on the Company's Test Course

For complete information

about General Electric'

s

Manufacturing Training Pro-

gram and for a copy of

G.E.'s Annual Report, write

to: Personalized Career

Planning, General Electric

Company, Section 699-06,

Schenectady 5, New York.

Manufacturing Careers Offer

Diversity, Challenge

and Opportunity

Q. Mr. Miller, what do engineers do in manufacfuring?

A. Engineers design. Iiiiild. e(]ui|). ami operate our General Electric plants thrnugh-

out the world. In General Electric, this is manuiacliiring work, and it sub-divides

into categories, such as quality control engineering, materials management, shop

management, manufacturing engineering, and plant engineering. All of these jobs

re(iuire technical men for many reasons. First, the complexity of our products is

on the increase. Today's devices—involving mechanical, electrical, hydraulic,

electronic, chemical, and even atomic components—call for a high degree of

technical knowhow. Then there's the progressive trend toward mechanization and

automation that demands engineering skills. And finally, the rapid development of

new tools and techniijues has opened new doors of technical opportunity—elec-

tronic data processing, computers, numerically programmed machine tools, auto-

malic processing, feedback control, and a host of others. In short, the require-

ments of complex products of more exacting quality, of advanced processes and

techniques of manufacture, and of industry's need for higher productivity add up

to an opportunity and a challenge in which the role of engineers is vital.

Q. How do opportunities for technical graduates in manufacturing stack up

with other areas?

A. Manufacturing holds great promise for the creative technical man with leader-

ship abilitv. Over 60 percent of the 2.50.000 men and women in General Electric

are in manufacturing. ^ ou, as an engineer, will become part of the small technical

core that leads this large force, and your opportunity for growth, therefore, is

unexcelled. Technical graduates in manufacturing are teamed with those in mar-

keting who assess customer needs; those in research and development who con-

ceive new products; and those in engineering who create new product designs. I

sincerely believe that the role of technical graduates of high competence in the

manufacturing function is one of the major opportunities for progress in industry.

Q. What technical disciplines are best suited to a career in manufacturing?

A. We need men with Doctor's, Master's, and Bachelor's degrees in all the tech-

nical disciplines, including engineering, mathematics, chemistry and physics. We
need M.B.A.'s also. General Electric's broad diversification plus the demands of

modern manufacturing call for a wide range of first-class technical talent. For one

example: outside of the Federal Government, we're the largest user of computers

in the United States. Just think of the challenge to mathematicians and business-

svstems men.

Q. My school work has emphasized fundamentals. Will General Electric train

me in the specifics I need to be effective?

A. Yes, the Manufacturing Training Program is designed to do just that. Seminars

which cover the sub-functions of manufacturing will expose you to both the theo-

retical and practical approaches to operating problems. Each of the succeeding

jobs you have will train you further in the important work areas of manufacturing.

Q. After the Program—what?

A. From tliat point, your ability and initiative will determine your direction.

(Graduates of the Manulacturing Training Program have Company-wide oppor-

tunities and they continue to advance to positions of greater responsibility.

Progress Is Our Mosf- /mf>orf$ni- Proefuct

GENERAL AeLECTRIC


